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KY GED PASS RATE IS 82%11
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That's the 2nd highest pass rate in the nation!

Come on in and let us help you earn your GED!We are at 92 Chestnut St. In Murray.
Give us a call: 270-759-5525, we'd love to help you!
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Local businesses
to be featured on
Animal Planet

Hospital
Board OKs
anesthesia
agreement

By DEBBIE
BATTEIGER
dbattetger@murrayledger.com
Every week on the Treehouse Masters, a television
show broadcast on Animal
Planet, host Pete Nelson takes
viewers across the country to
watch as a treehouse is constructed. These deluxe treehouses are not your typical
structure, however. They are
handcrafted by professionals
who take into account every
detail.
On Friday, July 29 at 9 p.m.
CST the program will feature
a treehouse project being constructed in nearby Cadiz, using
two Murray businesses to complete the structure: Swift Roofing and Lulu's Home Trends.
According to the Treehouse
Masters website. the treehouse
project "channel(s) Frank
Lloyd Wright for a triple-decker treehouse on the shores of
Lake Barkley in Kentucky."
Larry Swift, estimator at
Swift Roofing, participated on
the project in Cadiz.
"I was contacted by the general contractor John Oliphant
of Cadiz (owner of Oliphant
Construction)," he said. "He
asked me to join in the project
and of course I said yes."
Swift said he was hired to
put a roof on the three-story treehouse in Trigg County.
which ultimately would have
1200 square feet in total.
See TREEHOUSE Page 2A
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"But we know where
this man is from; when
the Christ comes, no
one will know where he
is from."
John 7:27
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By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.
COM

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

RED SKY AT DAWN: A boat with several fishing rods ready for a day of action is shown with its lone pilot as the sun rises
on Kentucky Lake earlier this week where the remains of the Old Eggners Ferry Bridge and the New Eggners Ferry Bridge
are located between Marshall and Trigg counties.

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital CEO Jerry Penner
says that an anesthesia provider exclusive services agreement unanimously approved
Wednesday by the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital
Corporation Board of Trustees
was a positive thing for not just
the hospital but the community
itself.
The agreement calls for the
hospital to provide a subsidy of
$260,000 per year to the provider that handles anesthesia
for surgical procedures, Murray
Anesthesia Group LLC. That
subsidy provides additional
necessary funds for the local
provider.
Penner said this marks the
end of a period of where the
hospital had not had to provide
such assistance, but he told
board members that this agreement beats what other facilities
are facing in the current health
care climate.
"I went to a recent meeting of the (Kentucky Hospital
Association) and what I found
there is that we've been very
fortunate," he said, explaining
why he believed the agreeSee on HOSPITAL Page 2A

Murray High takes place
of ATC as election precinct
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger,
corn

ogy Center building located on
the campus grounds and means
that the search for an alternate
location was a very short one.
The Calloway County Board
"I met with (Murray lndeof Elections was in a jovial pendent School District Supermood Wednes4ay morning at the intendent Bob) Rogers a few
news that a potential snag for the days ago and he told me that it
general election on Nov. 8 had appears,by fall break (scheduled
been solved.
for September), the technology
Calloway County SheriffSam building could very be gone and
Steger, whose position automat- (the Murray High campus) can
ically makes him a member of be used for the election," Steger
the board, said he has learned reported.
that Murray High School at the
Calloway Clerk Antonia
intersection of Doran Road and Faulkner was very pleased with
Sycamore Street will be avail- this news.
able as a precinct. This will re"It has a very big, open enplace the current Area Technol)0. See PRECINCT on Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times

The Calloway County Board of Elections expressed much glee at the prospects of the Murray
High School campus being the venue to replace the adjacent Area Technology Center as an
election precinct in the city. Advantages cited included a large front entrance area, as well as
abundant parking spaces.

Pitstop BBQ relies on hard Cable Commission seeks old franchise agreement
work and love for product
By JOHN WRIGHT
represents local governments May. Charter has since notified
jwrightamurrayledger.
customers
By TYLER DIXON
tdixonOrnurrayledger.com
The sign outside of Pitstop
BBQ reads 98 degrees, but the
real heat comes from owner
Marc Hatcher's custom-made
smokers.
Hatcher opened the roadside
barbecue stand on Kentucky 121
almost seven years ago and has
relied on hard work and love for
his product.
"You just have to put the love
in it," he said."You've got to put
in the time, and you can't rush
it. Everything has to be done the

same. You'll ruin something 10
times before you figure out how
to do it."
Hatcher started cooking for
other people almost 10 years ago
when they asked him to deliver the meat on the weekends. A
lot has changed in 10 years, as
his establishment is open seven
days a week.
Two custom smokers beside
the building and one on their catering trailer give Hatcher plenty
of room to create and perfect his
product.
See PITSTOP on Page 5A

in high technology communications contracts and legislation,
had "marked up" a copy of that
It could be said that the main agreement, detailing possible
item of business for the Murray changes.
Cable Commission Wednesday
"This would've been in 2012
afternoon had to do with search- or 2013," Yates said, explaining
ing the past.
that he believes it is important
Commission Chairman John to find that copy, if possible.
Yates advised the members, as "That would be a starting point
well as city officials present, for us when it comes to the new
about a copy of the existing agreement we're going to have
cable franchise agreement the to have."
city has with the two main proThat is because Time-Warviders, Murray Electric System ner Cable is being replaced by
and Time-Warner Cable. He Charter Communications in
said it was his knowledge that a long-anticipated corporate
Linda Ain, an attorney who merger that was finalized in
Corn
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that it is changing its
identity to Spectrum.
"If we could find that, I think
that would go a long way to getting us ready for what will come
next," Yates said. "We'll wait to
see what happens when Spectrum is finally on the ground
here and in position to worry
with its end of the agreement.
"But its time to start thinking about that, and as soon as we
can get the people from (Spectrum)at the table, we need to get
to this."
Murray Mayor Jack Rose.
who was in attendance Wednes,
Is See CABLE on Page 2A
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WEATHER

TODAY
85

TOMORROW
85

71

71

and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near
85. West southwest wind
5 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. South wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 87. Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
71. South wind 3 to 5
mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 88. Light and
variable wind becoming
southwest 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low arvund
72. North northwest wind
around 5 mph becoming
south southeast after
midnight.
Tuesday: A slight
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
90. West wind 5 to 7 mph.

Daily Forecast
Today: Showers and
thunderstorms
likely.
Cloudy, with a high near
85. South southwest
wind around 6 mph.
Chance of precipitation
is 70%.
Tonight: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Cloudy,
with a low around 71.
Southwest wind around
6 mph.
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
Partly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
85. Southwest wind
around 6 mph.
Friday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. Southwest
wind around 5 mph becoming calm.
Saturday: A 50 percent chance of showers

***

Injury crash in Graves
involves Murray driver
Staff Report
The Kentucky State Police report that a Murray resident was
oiye of several people injured in a
multiple-vehicle wreck Tuesday in
nerthem Graves County.
In a release, KSP Trooper Michael Robichaud said that the preliminary investigation shows that
Michelle L. Duvall, 37, of Murray
was driving a yellow 2016 Jeep
Renegade and was stopped in the
northbound lane of U.S. 45 at the
intresf4in ofyji.entyrt •!I

2015 Ford Fusion and was stopped
at the light in the left-turn lane of
U.S. 45 waiting to turn onto Kentucky 408.
James H. Luker, 78, of Fulton
was driving a white 2010 Ford
F150 pickup and was heading
north on U.S. 45 approaching the
vehicles stopped at the light. According to the report, for reasons
unknown, Luker failed to stop and
rear-ended all three of the other
vehicles.
Duvall was taken to Jack-

Ob.
K.

From front
trance that's going to create
a lot more room that day. and
that should make it easier for
our workers and voters ," said
Faulkner, who is also the board's
chair. "Also you're going to
have a lot more parking available and that will be wonderful,
especially with this being a presidential election which traditionally draws more voters.
"We appreciate (MISD) for
working with us on this, and we
also appreciate the help we receive from all of our schools that
are used as precincts. It means
so much to us that they're willing to allow us to use their facilities."
Rogers said the decision to
allow Murray High to replace
the ATC site as a precinct was
fairly easy.
"The (ATC building) may
still be there in November, or it
may not, but at that point, it very
well could be vacant. Everything
may be out of that building and
that wouldn't be good for an
election," he said. "I told (Steger) that we'd be glad to work
with them and I don't believe
there will be any problems having it out there."
Along with Murray High,the
board utilizes Southwest Calloway Elementary, East Calloway
Elementary, Murray Elementary and Calloway County High
schools. The CFSB Center at
Murray State University is also
utilized as a precinct.
Faulkner wishes to remind
anyone planning to vote in the
November election that the last
day to register or update an address is Oct. 11 and that includes
the GO VOTE Ky! online initiative that Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes launched
in March.
In addition, applications for

JU
CATH

Ledger & Times tile photc
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book
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Mike Stanger of Murray, left, finishes
year.
this
earlier
community
the
in
precinct
a
at
worker Lisa Mills

people requesting absentee ballots must be returned to the Calloway County Clerk's Office by
Nov. 1. Faulkner strongly suggests that these be returned well
ahead of that deadline in order
to better ensure that the applications are received on time.
Also Faulkner announced
that the absentee voting machine for the county will become available on Oct. 17 and
remain available through 4:30
p.m. Nov. 7. Absentee voting is
allowed only for registered voters who know they will not be in
the county on election day.
Deputy Clerk Lynn Paschall
noted that 15 military/overseas
requests for ballot applications
have been received already,
which is standard for this point
before an election. The deadline to request a ballot is Nov.

1, again those require postmarks
and, like with voter registration, Paschall suggests anyone
seeking to use this route to initiate the process well before that
deadline.
***
Faulkner also noted that, specific for the presidential election only, if a registered voter
currently residing in Calloway
County moves to another state
after the date that the registration books in the other state have
closed, the Calloway County
Clerk's Office can mail an absentee ballot. Again, this is applicable only to the presidential
race.
***

Faulkner reminds anyone
thinking of filing for a race that
the deadline is Aug. 9. Deadline
for write-in candidates to file is

Oct. 28.
***
Also Tuesday, the board's
respective political party representatives said they would appreciate having anyone wishing
to work at a precinct on Nov. 8
to contact them in order to have
their name placed on a list. Democratic Party Representative
Melissa Stark can be reached by
phoning 270-270-293-4977 and
Republican Party Representative
Bill Cowan is available at 270753-8865. Cowan said he has
heard that there are several new
residents in the community who
have prior experience working
at precincts in other locations
and that he and Stark would be
glad to hear from them. II

•HOSPITAL...

was looking at (patient census) the provider's financial records. reminded board members of last
"This makes them a little year when MCCH became part
in the hospital, and 58 of our patients are using government in- more accountable," Adams said. of a nationwide pattern of losing
Some board members ex- nurses to larger facilities.
surance, while just 10 are com"I'm giving you a profespressed questions before the
mercial
opinion. This is a pretty
sional
Tony
Treasurer
Board
vote.
this
in
butter
and
bread
"Our
hospital is surgery, and it has to Page, a full-time accountant, reasonable deal," Penner said.
, and in order for wondered if offering Murray "They're saying to us,'We think
ue, (annsthetists) Anesthesia a loan, which is what we owe tiffs to whO feeds us.'
en care of. Over- it used when it opened four years These are 'the people that help
'thtiisillie•
whehu1? our surgery pro- ago, is something that could be make sure surgeries go well,
make sure babies are born, help
viders want to hang on to those utilized now.
"I just hate the idea of us start- our endoscopy patients.
folks."
"Think of how many proMCCH Attorney Chip Adams ing to hand out money," Page
they do. Somebody's
challengcedures
in
we're
know
"I
said.
the
to
conditions
are
there
said
agreement. He said there is a set ing times. We've got questions busy."
Medical Staff Director Dr
amount of money that Murray about what's going on with the
Anesthesia Group has to reach department and the (Affordable Robin Floyd also added one fias a benchmark, and if that is Care Act) and what's going to nal statement.
"I've been here for severeclipsed, MCCH will receive happen with that, but I wonder if
al years, and I've never heard
money back. If that amount is there are other ways to go."
again one single complaint about this
though,
Penner,
not reached,though,MCCH will
stressed that MCCH was prob- group," he said.•
supply the difference.
He also said an advantage for ably emerging in a much better
MCCH is that it gets to review position than other hospitals and

From front

ment needed to be made."Some
are paying for full coverage
at $1,500 a night. When you
add that up to 365 days a year,
that's about half a million dol4414"Ch?isik"lic
• CO !"-11 then.citx, Atu43699,
-A:01's•
.1,KS
.441144411.io6fiiia
th.c.sow:44ri.si}k4 ;
00a 410'74 loDk•at•git
was in the left lane and was wait- as non' -threatening injuries. from mother PlanetPenner also talked about
inglor a.traffic light to go from:red Richardson also was taken to Jackson Purchase, then transferred how the hospital has watched
to green.
At the same time, Richard A. to Baptist Health Paducah with its number of commercial insurJones,62,of Mayfield was driving non-life-threatening injuries, while ance customers, which traditiona white 1996 Jeep Cherokee and Jones and Luker were not injured. ally supply higher reimburseAlcohol is not believed to be a ments for providers, dwindle in
was stopped in the right lane of
U.S. 45 at the intersection. Mean- factor in this collision, Robichaud the past two years as patients
while, Ada L. Richardson,72, also said. The investigation continues under Medicaid plans have increased dramatically. Medicaid
of Mayfield, was driving a maroon by Trooper Logan Burkes.•
plans offer less reimbursement
payments.
"The payor mix is starting
August.
to affect us, and it's starting to
From front
Yates also said that he will break our anesthesia departday, said he is anxious for those be attending a statewide cable
ment," Penner said. "Today, I
talks to begin.
meeting in late August in Lex"Just from a purely timing as- ington and said that the main
pect, I'm wanting to see where point of local interest will be a
this is going to go." Rose said. segment in which Spectrum is
"John is right, though. This expected to detail its program
was a thermal plastic membrane;
needs to get moving as soon as for Kentucky customers. He From front
it's a heat welded roof that is
we can make it happen."
"The treehouse itself was
also said research he has peradhered to insulated board."
: City Clerk June Batts said formed shows that Spectrum is attached to four trees and six
Laurie Rollins,the owner of
stie believes she knows where promoting that it will offer more concrete posts," Swift said.
Lulu's Home Trends,said she
the copy containing Ain's marks high-definition channels than
He said the project - aside
enjoyed her time working on the
is located inside City Hall. An Time-Warner, along with faster from the cameras - was "pretty
C_acliz project. She said that she
update will be given during the Internet service. II
low key."
worked with a member of the
canunission's next meeting in
"We saw (the crew of Treeshow's design team.
house Masters)45 minutes to an
"We came up with a design;
hour at a time," he said.
we were supposed to start in
The roof itself wasn't large,
October but they moved it up
he said.
to this past May," she said.
"(The roof that was put on
"We enjoyed working with the
the treehouse) was a good low
designer from the show.
Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County
roof system, really not that big.
"We did some custom paintI'd say it was less than 1,000
ing, with a lot of accessories and
square feet," he said."The roof
drapes."
She said the experience itself
was a positive one.
"It was wonderful. It was
a great experience with great
people," she said. "It is was very

•CABLE...

•TREEHOUSE...
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!Wonderful 4 BRI3 bath home in quiet
:subdivision on dead end street. Updated/
-remodeled in 2012 Features include large
:living room with tongue and groove walls.
'open kitchen with stainless appliances and
:breakfast bar,large Minna area,bonus room Cakeinadvas
~WO
:on main level with multiple purposes Large
yard space and sunroom for entermining.
'Oversized two car garage and additional storage building
Peels like home' MIS *87819 $225,000.

Gorgeous custom-bulk boon seeded on
wooded 11.5 acre kit Home localed sew KY/
TN bottler, within 15 musuie dive
or Pans Features 4 RR/-2.5 bath, large hying
room, formal dining room. beautiful kitchen
with marine countertops, breakfast area with
&NAM
spectacular view Master on win Boor. with ~WO
3 additional bedrooms and bonus area on
second floor. large family room an third floor Additional 3 car
detached pregetworksleop wee with MI beds hi mint condition
and move-in ready! MIS 0116612 13951100
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Treehouse Masters was
unavailable for comment by
presstime.
For more information about
Swift Roofing. located at 402
Industrial Road, Murray,call
800-844-4921 or email murray@swiftroofing_net or visit
http://swiftroofing met.
For more information about
Lulu's Home Trends, located
at 103 South Third St., Murray,
call 270-753-3621 or visit http://
www.lulushometrends.com.
For more information about
the show, visit www.animalplanet.corn/tv-shows/treehouse-mastau/. IN
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This view is of the uncompleted treehouse that was being built
in Cadiz, Kentucky. The crew of Treehouse Masters, broadcast on Animal Planet, filmed the segment while Murray's
Swift Roofing was hard at work getting the structure prepared
for its debut on national television. This episode will air on
Friday, July 29 at 9 p.m. CST on Animal Planet.
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PHILADELPHIA,PENN
— His own legacy on the
line, President Barack Obama
implored Americans to elect
Hillary Clinton to the White
House,casting her as a candidate who believes in the
optimism that fuels the nation's
democracy and warning against
the "deeply pessimistic vision"
of Republican Donald Trump.
"America is already great.
America is already strong,"
he declared to cheering delegates Wednesday night at the
Democratic convention."And I
promise you, our strength, our
greatness, does not depend on
Donald Trump."
For Democrats,the night
was steeped in symbolism,the
passing of the baton from a
barrier-breaking president to a
candidate trying to make history
herself.
Obama urged Americans to
summon the hopefulness of his
first White House campaign
eight years ago, before recession deepened and new terror
threats shook voters' sense of
security. He robustly vouched
for Clinton's readiness to finish
the job he started, saying "no
matter how daunting the odds,
no matter how much people try
to knock her down,she never,
ever quits."
Earlier Wednesday, Clinton's
running mate, Virginia Sen.
Tun Kaine, introduced himself
to the nation as a formidable
foil to Trump in his own right.
With folksy charm, he ridiculed
Trump's list of promises and
imitated one of the GOP candidate's favorite phrases.
"Believe me!" he said mockingly, as the audience boomed
back,"No!" ,
°barns's vigorous support for
Clinton is driven in part by deep
concern that Republican Trump
might win in November and unravel his two terms in office. He
warned repeatedly Wednesday
that the billionaire businessman
is unprepared for the challenges that would await him in the
Oval Office.
Trump fueled more controversy Wednesday when he
encouraged Russia to meddle in
the presidential campaign. On
the heels of reports that Russia
may have hacked Democratic
Party emails,Trump said,"Russia, if you're listening," it would
be desirable to see Moscow find
and publish the thousands of
emails Clinton says she deleted
during her years as secretary of
state.
Wednesday night's Democratic lineup was aimed at emphasizing Clinton's own national
security credentials. It was a
significant shift in tone after
two nights spent reintroducing
Clinton to voters as a champion
for children and families,and
relishing in her historic nomination as the first woman to lead
a major political party into the
general election.
The convention's third night
was also a time for Democrats
to celebrate Obarna's legacy.
Vice President Joe Biden, who
decided against running for
president this year after the
death of his son,called it a
"bittersweet moment."
A son of Scranton,Pennsylvania, Biden appealed directly
to the working class white
voters who have been drawn

to Trump's populism, warning
them against falling for false
promises and exploitation of
Americans' anxieties.
"This guy doesn't have a
clue about the middle class," he
declared.
Kaine also picked up the
traditional attacking role of the
presidential ticket's No. 2. He
tore into Trump, mocking his
pledges to build a wall along the
Mexican border, asking why he
has not released his tax returns
and slamming his business record,including the now-defunct
Trump University.
"Folks, you cannot believe
one word that comes out of
Donald Trump's mouth,"
Kaine said."Our nation is too
great to put it in the hands of
slick-talking,empty-promising, self-promoting, one-man
wrecking crew."
Liberals, particularly those
who supported Vermont Sen.
The Heath School Of Calloway County In 1940
Bernie Sanders, have grumbled
about Kaine being on the ticket,
Pictured, from left, back row, are Mrs. Lowell GIngles, teacher; Glenn Ross, Robert Ross, Mahalle Boll, Mildred
particularly because of his
Norsworthy, Wick Pawnee Starks, Maud Ross and Oslo Bell; middle row, Charles Starks, Tom Bell, Elizabeth
support for "fast track" approval
Swift, unknown,J.B. Starks, Berlin Statics, unknown, unknown, Mason Thompson;first row, Mettle Lou Norsworthy, Gerald Thweett, Wayne Glover, Mary Jo Starks, Roy Swift, unknown, Jack Glover, Sue Tidwell, Meriden*
of the Trans-Pacific Partnership
Patton and Betty Starks; front row, Laverne Tress, Normal Culver and Betty Thweett
trade pact. Several delegates
held up anti-TPP signs as he
Photo provided by Marilyn York
spoke.
In a move aimed at broaden- .
ing Clinton's appeal, New York
City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
— an independent who considered launching a third party
bid for president — endorsed
The Murray Ledger & Tunes will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to communitynews@murrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
the Democratic nominee. A
billionaire businessman himself,
Bloomberg took aim at Trump's
bankruptcies, reliance on
foreign factories and other economic experience:"The richest
thing about Donald Trump is his
hypocrisy."
President Bill Clinton,filling
the role of devoted political
spouse,joined the crowd packed
to the arena rafters in cheering
the attacks on Trump.
The core of Clinton's strategy is putting back together
Obama's winning White House
coalition. In both his campaigns,Obama carried more
than 90 percent of black voters,
the overwhelming majority of
Hispanics, and more than half
of young people and women.
That coalition was vividly on
display in the first two nights of
the convention in Philadelphia.
Women lawmakers were prominently featured, along with
young activists,immigrants, and
JORDAN FERGUSON/ Ledger & Times photos
mothers whose black children
CAR FIRE ON POTTERTOWN ROAD:A car fire on Pottertown Road brought traffic to a brief standstill Wednesday afternoon.
were victims of gun violence or
Calloway County Fire Rescue told the Ledger the driver of the Dodge pickup contributed the blaze to an electrical issue with the
killed during encounters with
vehicle. CCFR and the Calloway County Sheriff's Office responded to the scene. There were no injuries.
law enforcement.
Gun violence continued as a
theme Wednesday night as families of mass shooting victims
took the stage. Delegates rose in
an emotional standing ovation
for the mother of one of the
victims in last month's Orlando
nightclub shooting, who asked
why "commonsense" gun policies weren't in place when her
son died.
"I never want you to ask that
question about your child,"
Christine Leinonen said.
Clinton's convention has been
awash in history, with energized
delegates celebrating her formal
nomination as the first woman
to ever lead a major political
party in the general election.
Some supporters of Sanders, her
primary opponent,continued to
voice their displeasure.
But Sanders, meeting with
of Murray
LLC
New England delegates, said,
"As of yesterday,I guess,officially our campaign ended."•
.--,
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Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits meet every Friday at 1 p.m. in
the library of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and crocheters of
all levels are welcome. For more information,
call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Photo provided
SENIOR HEALTH FAIR:
100
Over
participants
attended the Health Fair
Celebration at the Murray.
Calloway County Senior
Citizens Center on Thursday.
Approximately 20 vendors
were present to provide information, screenings and door
prizes. Pictured, left, is Stella
Cavitt preparing for a blood
pressure check with Debbie
Ferguson, RN.

CCSD announces registration
The Calloway County School District has anMartha
nounced the following registration dates:
Finney Andrus, • Calloway Preschool: Thursday, July 28,
Community editor open house from 5-7 p.m. (return packets and
meet the teachers).
• East Calloway: Thursday, July 28, Back to
School Night for all students K-5,from 5-7 p.m.(complete packets,
pay school fee and meet the teachers).
• North Elementary: Thursday, July 28, kindergarten registration
and screening, from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. (call 270-762-7335 for an appointment if not yet scheduled); Friday, July 29,juniors and sophomores pick up schedules from 11 a.m.-6 p.m.; Monday, Aug. 1, any
new or returning student who missed earlier times from 8-11 a.m. or
noon-2 p.m.; lliesdsay, Aug. 2,freshman orientation.

Goshen UMC to open food pantry
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Goshen United Methodist Church will open its food pantry on Friday, July 29, and Saturday, July 30,from 10 a.m.-noon. The church
is located in the Stella community at 4726 Kentucky 121 North.
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Carter-Bazzell reunion planned
The Carter-Bazzell reunion will be Saturday, July 30, with a potluck dinner at noon at the Mayfield Masonic Hall, Ninth and Willow
streets. Those participating are asked to bring a covered dish. Decoration Day for the Bazzell Cemetery will be at 10 am. Seating is
limited,so bring a chair. The cemetery is located across from Victory
Baptist Church. For questions, call Jim Carter at 270-705-84.05 or
270-489-2486 or visit the Bazzell Cemetery Facebook page.

Murray -

Keeping kids safe online
program to be at MCPL

Special to the Ledger
Last year, a study by the American Speech-Language Hearing Association determined that over 50 percent of all children under the
age of 8 have access to a tablet, smartphone or gaming console. AnMISD announces registration dates
The Murray Independent School District has announced the fol- other study from 2015 conducted by the Pew Research Center states
that 92 percent of teens report going online daily.
lowing registration dates:
"We are living in an online world," said Zach Martin, digital meMurray Elementary
coordinator for the Marshall County Public Library. "There are
dia
from
7:30 a.m.-noon.
• Fee Day will be Thursday, July 28,
nearly 3.5 billion Internet users worldwide. Most of us start our day
• A volunteer training session will be offered at noon on July 28.
such a sta• Kindergarten and new family orientation will be Thursday, July by checking a social media site. The Internet has become
there.'
lurking
dangers
the
forget
often
we
life,
everyday
our
of
ple
28, at 5:30 p.m. and again on Tuesday,Aug. 2, at 5:30 p.m.
haiardous for
especially
be
can
Internet
the
that
said
Martin
• A family social will be at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday. Aug. 2.
young users who may stumble across inappropriate content or be
• MLES home visits will be conducted on Thursday, Aug. 4, from
approached by a predator.
1-7 p.m.
On Friday, Aug. 12, Martin will be joined by Detective Justir
• Back to School nights for K-third grade will be Monday, Aug.
Crowell from the Paducah Police Department and Wes Spencer,
8,kindergarten from 4:45 -5:30 p.m. and second grade from 6-6:45 chief information officer of FNB Bank,to present a program on how
p.m. and Tuesday, Aug. 9, first grade from 5-5:45 p.m. and third to keep kids safe online.
grade from 5:30-6:15 p.m.
"We will be discussing the different types of social media sites
Murray Middle
kids are using, showing you how to set up parental controls on vari• Fee day and schedules released: Tuesday, Aug. 2, from 5-6:30 ous devices and going over some of the real risks kids face in today's
p.m.for fifth grade; 6-7:30 p.m. for seventh grade; Wednesday,Aug. online culture,"said Martin.
3, from 4:30-6 p.m. for eighth grade; Thursday, Aug. 4, from 4-6
The Keeping Your Kids Safe Online program will be at the Marp.m. for fourth grade and 6-7:30 p.m. for sixth grade.
shall County Public at Benton on Aug. 12 from 6-8 p.m. Parents of
• A volunteer training will be at 6 p.m. inside the MMS library on children of all ages are welcome to attend. MI
Wednesday,Aug. 3.
Murray High
• Fee day and schedules released from 8-11 a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Monday, Aug. 1, for seniors; Tuesday, Aug. 2, for juniors; Wednesday. Aug. 3,for sophomores.
• Freshman orientation will be Thursday. Aug. 4, from 9 a.m.-3
p.m. to pay fees, attend an abbreviated day of their schedule and
receive a complimentary lunch.
All fees at Murray High School are based on courses. MES and
MMS fees are $30 per student and cover instructional technology, Special to the Ledger
Murray Alcoholics Anonytextbooks and workbooks.
For more information or questions, contact the Murray Board of mous holds meetings at 615 S.
Education at 270-753-4363; Murray Elementary at 270-753-5022 12th St., Suite J, in the SouthCenter behind
or Murray High School at 270-753-5202 or visit www.murray.ky- side Shopping
Regions Bank. All meetings are
schools.us.
non-smoking.
The regular schedule is as
Art Studio for Youth to have exhibition
Sunday: 1 p.m. open,
follows:
their
of
The Summer Art Studio for Youth will have an exhibition
12x12 study;
closed,
p.m.
8
artwork from July 29-Aug. 5. A closing reception will be held Fri6 p.m.
open,
noon,
Monday:
day, Aug. 5, from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Murray Art Guild Gallery.
meeting, 8 p.m.
ladies'
closed
participate.
to
invited
are
All participants in the SASfY
open; Tuesday, noon, open, 8
p.m. closed; Wednesday, 11 a.m.
Greater Hope to host barbecue party
6 p.m. closed, ladies,
closed,
parbarbecue
a
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church will host
8 p.m. open; Thursday,
meeting,
ty on Saturday, July 30,from 11 asn.-3:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloand 8 p.m. open,
open
noon,
way County Park on Chestnut Street. Bring your favorite dessert and
Big Book; Friday,
the
of
Study
and
card
bingo,
competition,
lawn chairs. There will be a basketball
p.m. open, new8
open,
noon,
table games,horseshoes, gospel music and swimming.The commuSaturday, 10
meeting;
comers
nity is invited to attend.
a.m. open, 8 p.m. open, speaker
meeting.
CCHS Class of 1986 to hold reunion
Closed meetings are for peoThe Calloway County High School Class of 1986 will hold its
who think they have a probple
p.m.
8
At
30.
July
29,
Saturday,
July
and
30-year reunion on Friday,
with alcohol and want to
lem
Friday, the class will meet for bowling at Corvette Lanes. Saturday,
up. Open meetings are for
it
give
July 30, the group will meet at 9 a.m. at The Crossroads for breakwho wants to attend an
anyone
school
the
of
tour
guided
a
be
will
there
fast with family. At noon.
meeting.
AA
conducted by head football coach Mickey Garrison and a dinner will
For information call Bean,
be at 6 p.m. at the Big Apple Cafe. All class members are urged to
Dwayne, 270270-226-3971;
attend.
799-1065; Cindy, 270-4354111; or Lori,270-799-1065.II
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Local authors

The Fifth Friday sponsored by the Genealogy Club will hold a
meet-and-greet for area authors at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center on Friday from 3-6 p.m.Those featured include
Geoff Badgett from Cadiz and his new American Revolution novel;
Judge Bill Cunningham and his account of an incident in Murray
history; Lynn Barlett from Benton and her book highlighting local
tobacco barns; Steven Schneiderman's newest children's book; Dr.
Bill Mulligan, head of the Jackson Purchase Historical Society and
Linda Scott with the new quarterly journal introducing the history of
the Murray Woman's Club. A special fundraiser for the center will
be a gift from Melissa Easley of Sid Easley's book. All are welcome
and light refreshments will be served.

Farmers Market will be Saturday
The Downtown Farmers Market will be Saturday from 7 a.m.noon on the Murray Court Square. Seasonal fruits and vegetables
will be available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of meats,eggs and handcrafted items.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center, 702 Main St., needs aluminum cans for an
ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off at any time
by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the
center and placing them in the cotton wagon.
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"'That smoker has been shut
down twice in seven years," he
said. "It runs night and day. It
takes about two days to cook
good barbecue."
The business chums out 15
cases of Boston butts and seven cases of ribs every week.
He said the business gets busy
around Christmastime with barbecue and hams being at the top
of people's wish list.
Despite his success, it's not
all about money for Hatcher.
"We do a lot of donations,"
he said.
Hatcher said they've done
donations for churches and any
TYLER DIXON!Ledger & Times
other person or group that needs
it.
Marc Hatcher, right, and his girlfriend Amy Anderson, stand
"We help a lot of people outside of Pitstop BBQ on KY 121. The business is open sevwhere we just hand it away to en days a week and features brisket, pulled pork and ribs
get things rolling with whatev- among other favorites.
er they're raising money for,"
he said. "The barbecue not only product.
places that people enjoy going
pays the bills, it helps people
"We shipped some to San to.
who need help."
Diego, California, about two
"We try to be old fashioned
Being on a major roadway, weeks ago," he said.
where everything is done right,"
Hatcher has a sense of accomHatcher said places like his he said.•
plishment seeing people from are diminishing all over the
all over the country trying his country. He said it's the smaller

BEN NUCKOLS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON,D.C. For the past decade,the man
who shot President Ronald
Reagan has quietly spent a
growing number of his days
living with his 90-year-old
mother in a gated community
in Williamsburg, Virginia. On
Wednesday,a judge finalized
John Hinckley Jr.'s transition to
freedom,ordering that Hinckley
can permanently leave the psychiatric hospital where he was
confined after the assassination
attempt.
The order, which cannot be
appealed, has been in the works
for years, despite opposition
by prosecutors, who sought
numerous restrictions on Hinckley's freedom, most of which
were agreed to by Judge Paul
Friedman. Hinckley could leave
St. Elizabeths Hospital aMparly
as Aug.5.
.
Hinckley, now 61, was found
not guilty by reason of insanity
in the March 30,1981,shooting
fueled by his obsession with
the movie "Taxi Driver" and
its teenage star, Jodie Foster.
He used a pawn-shop revolver
to fire six shots at Reagan,the
president's aides and his protective detail outside a Washington
hotel, wounding the president
and three others.
Doctors have said for many
years that Hinckley's mental
illness was in remission, and
Friedman concurred in his ruling. Hinckley was a "profoundly troubled 25-year-old young
man" when he shot Reagan,the
judge wrote, but has not exhibited symptoms of major depression or a psychotic disorder for
more than 27 years.
"Mr. Hinckley, by all accounts, has shown no signs of
psychotic symptoms,delusional
thinking,or any violent tendencies," Friedman wrote."The
court finds that Mr. Hinckley
has received the maximum
benefits possible in the inpatient setting (and)that inpatient
treatment is no longer clinically
warranted or beneficial."
Hinckley was first allowed to
leave St. Elizabeths in 2003 to
visit his parents in Washington,
and he began staying with them
at their Williamsburg home
overlooking a golf course in
2006. For the past two-plus

years, he has been allowed to
spend 17 days a month with his
mother.
Many of the restrictions
attached to Hinckley's temporary release will remain in
place. He must attend individual
and group therapy sessions and
is barred from talking to the
media. He can drive alone, but
only within a 30-mile radius of
Williamsburg, and the Secret
Service will periodically follow
him.
He also must return to Washington once a month so doctors
can check on his mental state.
He will have to reside with
his mother for a year. After that,
he can live on his own, with
roommates or in a group home
in the Williamsburg area. If his
mother is unable to monitor him
in another setting, his brother or
sister, both of whom live in the
Dallas area, have agreed to stay
with him until other arrangements are made. Hinckley's
father died in 2008.
The government could not
persuade the judge to order
Hinckley to wear an electronic ankle bracelet and install a
tracking device on his car.
Hinckley's longtime attorney, Barry Levine,said he and
his client were gratified by the
order, and that Hinckley has
thrived under his new liberties.
"Mr. Hinckley recognizes that
what he did was horrific. But
it's crucial to understand that
what he did was not an act of
evil," Levine said in a statement."It was an act caused by
mental illness, an illness from
which he no longer suffers."
Reagan's press secretary,
James Brady,suffered debilitating injuries in the attack and
died in 2014. Also wounded
were police Officer Thomas
Delahanty and Secret Service
agent Timothy McCarthy.
Hinckley will be barred from
trying to contact Foster, Delahanty, McCarthy or any of his
victim's families.
Reaction to his release was
mixed.
The late president's son,
Michael Reagan,tweeted that
others should forgive Hinckley the way his father did.
But Reagan's daughter, Patti
Davis, wrote on Facebook that
"forgiving someone in your
heart doesn't(mean) that you let
them loose in Virginia to pursue

whatever dark agendas they
may still hold dear."
The foundation that honors
Reagan's legacy said Hinckley should remain in custody,
noting his responsibility for
Brady's death, which was later
ruled a homicide. Prosecutors
declined to charge Hinckley
with murder, in part because
they would be barred from arguing he was sane at the time of
the shootings.
"We believe John Hinckley
is still a threat to others and we
strongly oppose his release,"
the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Foundation and Institute said in
a statement.
McCarthy, now the police
chief of the Chicago suburb of
Orland Park, says he is a bit
perturbed he didn't get a notification of the judge's decision
and hopes it's the right one.
Dan Gross, president of the
Brady Campaign to Prevent
Gun Violence, declined to
offer an opinion on Hinckley's
release but used the occasion
to call for background checks
for all gun sales, which Reagan supported: He noted in a
statement that it would be "just
as easy" for a would-be assassin
to buy a gun today as it was for
Hinckley.
Some of his mother's neighbors in Williamsburg have long
been wary of Hinckley.
Tom Campbell, who lives in
the same gated community, has
seen him strolling on a nearby
walking trail.
"From a mental illness
perspective, I just have some reluctance about having him roam
free like this," said Campbell,
77,a retired manager at NASA.
"How can he be allowed to
roam the streets as if nothing
happened?"
His wife, Mary Margaret
Campbell, added: "I don't think
a lot of these mental illness issues go away. One never knows
what a mentally ill person will
do." NI

Photo provided

MPD OFFICER RECEIVES RECOGNMON:Officer Joshua Burkeen of the Murray Police Department was the recipient of the 2016 Governor's Occupant Protection Enforcement Award.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Kentucky Office of Highway Safety, recognized law enforcement officers and agencies from across the state that have saved lives through their extraordinary efforts to increase safety belt, Child restraint, and booster seat restraint usage. The
awards ceremony was conducted in Lexington. Dr. Noelle Hunter, Executive Director of the
Kentucky Office of Highway Safety, right, is shown presenting the award to Officer Burkeen.

University of Louisville president's resignation accepted
CLAIRE GALOFARO
Associated Press

university foundation.
Then, in October, an escort
named Katina Powell released the
book "Breaking Cardinal Rules"
LOUISVILLE - University of that alleged a basketball team emLouisville trustees on Wednesday ployee hired her and other dancers
accepted the resignation of em- to entertain players and recruits at
battled President James Ramsey, sex parties at the men's basketball
whose long tenure was dogged by players'dorm.The NCAA launched
scandal.
an investigation and Ramsey anThe action at a special meeting nounced in February that the team
of the school's board signaled the would not play in post-season tourend of an era. Ramsey, a former naments.
state budget director, has led the
Dozens of professors signed
university for 14 years.
a letter to him complaining about
After six hours of closed-door the "drumbeat of crises" and some
deliberations, the board announced trustees attempted a no-confidence
late Wednesday that Ramsey will vote to have him ousted in the
be paid $690,000 and will resign spring. Ramsey said at the time that
immediately, with an agreement not he would not resign.
to sue the school.
But Kentucky Gov. Matt BevRamsey was credited with in dismantled the former Board of
raising academic standards and Trustees last month. Ramsey wrote
boosting the school from a com- the governor a letter offering to tenmuter campus to a distinguished der his resignation to the newly apresearch institution. But he came pointed board, launching a bumpy
under increasing fire for embezzle- series of meetings that led to his
ment scandals and a string of other eventual ouster late Wednesday.
embarrassments, including an FBI
The afternoon began with an
investigation of top university offi- agreement seemingly far more gencials for alleged misuse of federal erous for Ramsey: He would collect
money and an NCAA investigation his salary for a year as he served as
into whether a university employee interim president while the school
paid women to strip and have sex searched for a new leader. Ramsey
sat silently at Wednesday's board
with basketball players.
The controversies boiled over meeting, wearing a polo shirt, then
in the past two years. The Couri- left for his office upstairs.
But the board's closed-door neer-Journal reported last year that
the Board of Trustees challenged gotiations stretched hours into the
Ramsey's salary of more than
$600,000, with millions more in
deferred compensation paid by the
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night. Chairman Pro Tern Ulysses
"Junior" Bridgeman left several times to visit Ramsey's office,
where the president was working
with various advisers, he said.
The board announced just before I I p.m. that Ramsey would be
out immediately. University Provost Neville Pinto, who is on vacation, will serve as temporary leader
until a new president is selected.
"In the end, it was just the decision on both sides, what everyone
thought was best," Bridgman said
of the final resolution. He said it
was a sad moment in the university's history despite the controversies that have colored Ramsey's
tenure. He pointed to the president's accomplishments,improving
graduation rates and the university's footprint in the city.
"Dr. Ramsey is always going
to be a gentleman," he said about
Ramsey's reaction to the final decision. "He's always going to talk
about what's best for the university. And that was the discussion. It
wasn't any more than that."
The board's actions will have
no bearing on Ramsey's status with
the University Foundation, a separate board where Ramsey is paid
more than $300,000 in addition to
his salary as president. Bridgeman
would not speculate on what that
board will choose to do about his
employment.•
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edge of your
seat, page-turning perfection." Highly
recommended,
especially for
lovers of thrillers, suspense
and mysteries.
New York
Times bestselling author
Robert Crais'
novels have
been published
in 62 countries
and are bestsellers around
the world.
Also recommended for
suspense readers is "Field of
Graves," by J.T.
Ellison.
"All of Nashville is on edge
with a serial killer on the loose. A
madman is trying to create his own
end-of-days apocalypse,and the
cops trying to catch him are almost
as damaged as he is."
Lt. Taylor Jackson, medical examiner Dr. Samantha Owens and
FBI profiler Dr. John Baldwin race
against time and their individual
personal demons to find the killer
before he claims another victim.
IT. Ellison is a New York
Times bestselling author. In addition to the psychological thrillers
featuring Nashville Lt. Taylor

'The Pion**

ROBERT

By Robert Cads
Readers in search of a perfect
summer read to wile away these
hot summer days need took no
further than the Calloway County
Public Library's adult fiction
collection.
This week, CCPL highlights
new suspense arrivals "The Promise," by Robert Crais, and "Field
of Graves," by J.T. Ellison.
"The Promise" is Crais' newest
thriller featuring Elvis Cole and
Joe Pike, who are joined by "Suspect" heroes Scott James and his
canine partner, Maggie.
When Elvis Cole is secretly
hired to find a grief-stricken
mother, his first stop is an ordinary
house in Echo Park. Only the
house is not ordinary, and neither
are the people hiding inside: a
wanted fugitive on the run from
police and a vicious career criminal with dangerous secrets of his
own.
Meanwhile, Scott and Maggie
track the fugitive to the same
house and come face-to-face with
Mr. Rollins,"a killer who leaves
behind a brutally murdered body
and enough explosives to destroy
the neighborhood. Scott is now the
only person who can identify him,
but Mr. Rollins has a rule: Never
leave a witness alive."
"The Promise" is suspense at
its finest and is guaranteed "on the

CRAIS
THE

PROMISE
Jackson and medical examiner Dr.
Samantha Owens,she also pens
the Nicholas Drummond series
with New York Times best-selling
author Catherine Coulter.
Additional new adult fiction
titles include "The Black Widow"
by Daniel Silva,"Vinegar Girl"
by Anne Tyler and "Defender" by
Diana Palmer.
No matter a reader's preferred
genre or format, CCPL has them
covered. Find a great book today
by visiting CCPL at 710 Main
St. in Murray and online at www.
callowaycountylibrary.org.I
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Jeep

2016 JEEP GRANDBronzeCHEROKEE
Two Hooks Power 8-Way Onvet

•
Parksense Rear Park Asslst • Accent Coke Roof Rads• Front
Seat with Power 4Way Dore Lumbar Midst • Parldiew"Rear Back-tas Camera • UConnect 8.4
Touchscreen • Jeep 7511 Anniversary Padiage • Heated Front Seats • 1&43.0 Wheels • Heated Steering
Wheel • 3 6L V6 Encrne • 8 Spd Auto Trans. • Power Lrftgate • Remote Start System • Power SLrroof

4x4 Starting At

4x2 Starting At

451
s3A
$36,486
-718°
2016 RAM 2500 CREW
TRADESMAN 4X4
6.7L Cummins Turbo Diesel Engine • 6-Spd Auto.Transmission •
ParkView' Rear Back-up Camera • Tow Mirrors • Sirius XM Radio • 5th
Wheel/Gooseneck Towing •Trailer Brake Control
MSRP - $52,070

411111."

6 IN
STOCK!

David Taylor Price
Starting At

$42,956

*lodes gl to S 350D .baor,

2016 RAM 1500 EXPRESS
QUADAuto.CAB 4X4 Rear Back-up

Transmission RarkView
5.7L Kern Turbo Engine • 8-Spd
CameraS 204.0 Alum. Chrome Clad Wheels • Sirius XM Radio• UConnect 50
Touch Screen • Integrated Voice Command w/Bluetooth
MSRP - $41,615
NQsUrAoDcSK

David Taylor Price
Starting At

$311999

s
*We op go VOX IP retain Woes!(briercee zesewi Cado SSOO Midwest Trud *If Trade Asstas1 COO, Want Tad Oseprst ktal bask S1 ACC I Select b 191)MalIt$1,500

2016 RAM 2500 CREW
TRADESMAN 4X4Rear Part Assist

6.41 Heavy Duty V8 Hemi • 6-Spd Auto. Transmission • Parl6ense
System & Back-up Camera • Tow Mirrors• Sirius YJA Radio• 1 8x8.0 Steel Chrome
Gas Wheels • 5 nouchscreen Display • Integrated Voice Comm w/Bluetooth

MSRP - $44,550
2 IN
STOCK!

David Taylor Price
Starting At
inci•dr; sr to 55030

$34,999

mbar,

°We love to See You fiappyl

DAVID TAYLOR
.C1141 .....

Jeep

tesscmcs.rsaW

270-753-6448 • davidtaylorchrysler.com
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Special to the Ledger
The CFSB Center in Murray,
will welcome the comedic genius of Jeff Dunham at 8 p.m.
Aug. 20.
In December 2015, Dunham
and his ventriloquistic sidekicks
set out on the first leg of their
red-hot "Perfectly Unbalanced"
tour, selling out hundreds of
thousands of seats across North
America. Fans came out in
masses to find themselves intoxicated by the non-'stop hilarity, proving his continued overwhelming popularity.
Over the past 46 years, Dunham and his world-famous characters Walter, Achmed, Bubba
J,Peanut and Jose Jalapeno have
garnered numerous accolades;
from being named Forbes' Celebrity 100 list of Most Powerful
Entertainers, as well as setting

the Guinness World Records
for the "Most Tickets Sold for a
Stand-Up Comedy Tour," to setting the record for viewership on
Comedy Central.
He has sold more than 7 million DVDs worldwide and has
nearly a billion views on YouTube.
Dunham's seventh comedy
special, "Jeff Dunham: Unhinged in Hollywood," aired on
NBC,earning the top spot as the
most-watched non-sports program in primetime viewing in
the period.
Dunham hand-crafts each
character personally from conception to the final coat of paint,
then brings them to life on stage.
His beloved troupe of sidekicks
are Walter the Grumpy Retiree,
Achmed the Dead Terrorist, the
beer-fueled redneck Bubba I,

the manic purple creature Peanut, the spicy pepper from south
of the border Jose Jalapeno and
Little Jeff, a mini-version of the
ringmaster himself.
The famed comedian has literally been all over the map,
visiting five continents and 12
countries including the United
Kingdom, South Africa, Australia, the Middle East and Asia,
where he continuously performed to sold-out arenas.
Dunham has carved a, unique
corner in the comedy world
that's as funny as it is popular.
For more information, visit
wwwjeffdunham.com, Twitter:
@jeffdunham or facebook.com/
JeffDunham.
For tickets, call 800-745-3000
or visit www.ticketrnaster.com.
IN
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Photo provided
Pictured are, from left, Bryan
Cumming, David Toledo,
Dennis Scott and Nathan
Burbank, all from the Nashville area and members
of the WannaBeatles. The
WannaBeatles Band is a
Beatles tribute band that
will be playing on Aug. 6 at
7 p.m. at Discovery Park of
America's Southern Nights
Festival in Union City, Tennessee. Gates open at 6
p.m. Tickets are $10 and can
be purchased online, at the
ticket counter, by calling the
park or at the gate the night

Concert celebrates music of Duane Allman
Special to the Ledger
Idlewild South — Celebrating Duane Allman will
have a performance on July 30 at 7 p.m. at The
Krider Performing Arts Center in Paris,Tennessee.
The performance is brought by The Galaxie
Agency, in partnership with Maverick Entertainment Partners LLC.
The show is a tribute to the music and mastery
of the legendary Duane Allman. This performance features the,iconic Jimmy Hall ("Keep on
Smilin'") of "Wet Willie" fame, leading the band
through classic selections with which "Skydog"

imprinted his legacy into our collective souls
during his short but illustrious career.
it is a two-hour romp thugh a smorgasbord of
rock and blues with a smiclien of soul, gospel and
country on the side that helped defilie ;generation.
Camden, Tennessee, native Paula Bridges and
her Bandstand Revue will be the opening act.
Tickets including VIP"Meet and Greet" packages are on sale now and can be purchased online at
www.maverickentertainmentpartners.com, www.
thegalaxieagency.com and Leach's Music in Paris.
For more information, call 731-644-2517.

Carson Center Distiller's dinner will feature
Tom Bulleit of Ky. Bourbon Hall of Fame
Special to the Ledger
Tom Bulleit, founder of Bulleit Bourbon, will be the featured guest at the 12th annual
Carson Center Distiller's Dinner
on Oct. 29 in historic downtown
Paducah.
Roof Brothers Wine and Spirits has sponsored all 12 dinners,
which raise funds for the Carson
Center, the nonprofit regional
performing arts center serving
the Four Rivers region.
The event will begin at 6:30
p.m. with a reception with Bulleit, who was elected to the Kentucky Bourbon Hall of Fame
in 2009. He will make remarks
during the evening. Live music will be provided by singer-songwriter Lane Davis. Arti-

san Kitchen will cater a gourmet
seated dinner in a beautiful setting on stage in the Carson Center main theatre.
Beverage options will include
Bulleit whiskeys, house wine or
beer and coffee.
Reservations are required. An
"early bird" rate for tickets and
tables of eight is available until
Sept. 30. Tickets and tables may
be purchased by calling 270443-9932 or visiting TheCarsonCenter.org.
Proceeds benefit the Carson
Center, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit
performing arts center — which
presents nationally and internationally acclaimed performing
artists, educational theatre companies, and Broadway musicals

on tour.
Bulleit created the Bulleit
Distilling Company to fulfill his
lifelong entrepreneurial dream of
continuing his family's legacy in
the bourbon industry. Legend has
it that Tom's great-great-grandfather Augustus made and sold
bourbon throughout the South in
the mid-1800s.
Tom Bulleit founded his modern interpretation of Bulleit
Bourbon in 1987 and ultimately
quit his job as a lawyer to pursue
his whiskey dreams.
Bulleit Bourbons and rye
whiskeys, which are distributed
internationally, were recently
named the bestselling American
whiskeys in the world's top bars
in America. O
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Artist swaps picket sign for easel at political conventions
By SARAH GRACE TAYLOR
Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — As
thousands crowd the streets and
parks of Philadelphia in heated
protest outside the Demovratic
National Convention, Andrew
Purchin swapped a picket sign
for an easel.
Purchin, an artist and psychotherapist from Santa Cruz,
California, set up shop in Philadelphia this week, inviting convention-goers to find alternative
outlets for political expression.
On a 144-foot scroll made of
old canvases he pieced together,
he's urging people to express
their passions through painting.
"I'm going to encourage people to open their eyes to look
outside," he said."We can imagine the conventions and all the
people out there, and just notice, you know, what do I judge?
What do I like, what don't I like?
Really, judgment is everything
and creativity is everything,"
Purchin firju asked people to

pick up a paintbrush at the Republican National Convention,
where his water and oil paints
served as an oasis amid the
heat and chaos on the streets of
Cleveland.
"It was great. It was just something — a little pit stop on the
way to all the commercialization
and the politics," participant Jill
Glauber said after contributing
to Purchin's art project. "Just a
nice relaxing moment."
Purchin. 54, has painted since
he was 16, but his passion for
politics was stirred decades later
when, in 2009, Barack Obama
became America's first black
president.
"I thought when he was elected, I'm going to bring my supplies, in the cold in the chaos,
and paint at his inauguration,"
Purchin explained, standing under the paintings from the inauguration.
He uses oil pastels to capture
very impressionistic yet impactful images of the emotion and
humanity at events with many

conflicting views, like the 2012
national conventions, where he
ci e beauty in the demontrators
snnoted
"I was sort of the creative witness to this event," he said. "It
wasn't journalism, but something like that. I talked to people
from both sides, I went to both
sides and I had time to reflect
and create based off of what I
saw,."
In preparation for the 2016
conventions, Purchin decided
the best way to be a creative witness to the event was not to paint
the people, but rather to have the
people paint.
His message, ultimately, is to
encourage younger people that
passion — especially in politics
— can be a source of good, and
finding creative ways to express
that passion is a means for building bridges.
"We can expresi ourselves
peacefully and still be heard."
Purchin said. "(My art) is all
about becoming less furious and
more curious." IN
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NICKI PEACH
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Classified Men•g•r

270-753-1916

3600

classified0 murrayledgercorn

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

SQ. FT.

WAREHOUSE STORAGE
FOR RENT
CALL

P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY

S750/MONTH

270-293-9690

YOU PICK
BLACKBERRIES.
LARRY SIRLS.
270-354-6585.

www.murrayledger.com

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

facebook.com/
I 800-745-3000

Ietmaster.com.

ADVERTISERS
are requested to
check the first
insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one incorrect
insertioh.
Any error should be
reported
immediately so
corrections can be
made.

411 S. 6th St. Small 2story, with walk-out
basement. 2-bedroom
(1 on main floor, & 1
upstairs
w/sittingroom) 1 bath - living
room - dining room kitchen w/refrigerator
& elec. range - washer
& dryer - central
HeaVAir. No pets; No
smoking $750 a month
Of
713-292-4643
pmcwhertertIattnet

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section

llman

on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected

Dllective souls
er.

to Jobnetwork.corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website

inxesasbord of
Dui gospel and
ie a generation.
Bridges and
ening act.
Greet" packagnased online at
rs.com, WWW.
Music in Paris.
44-2517.•

However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the ribnetwork.com

are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Monday
IWO a.m.-5:00 p.m
(270) 753-192

ature
ame

:d the Bulleit
ny to fulfill his
eurial dream of
lily's legacy in
try.Legend has
at-great-grandnode and sold
ut the South in

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!
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R Rinaldo,
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

'entions

like the 20i2
mis, where he
in the demon-

Taupe Leather 3
position medical lift
chair bought new in
2014 $500. Lamp $20.
Walker $20. Desk $40.
Call 270-753-3297.
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ARE Fiberglass bed
cover, for late model F150. 270-753-5693 or
270-226-3693.
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H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519& 12tIt St
Murray
270-753-1342
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TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10412/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of Sam - 10am.
270-978-7157.
TOM'S Grill now hiring
experienced
cooks,
servers, hostes and
dishwashers.
Apply at Tom's Grill
after 1pm.

Reliant
1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
2BR Duplexes

nded his modn of Bulleit
and ultimately
Pryer to pursue

creative withe said. "It
1, but someEked to people
went to both
ime to reflect
off of what I

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

MILD Bel
'
Cash paid for good, i
used guns

Nice 28F1 mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Matthew Imes.
bee, Pre-Arrandlement
SpecUiliet 15 Funeral Director

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

Jik..••••••••••

11,..••••
Or •0•.••
11104 ••• OR 1,1 Pr
11•11.0010
410,

I
%I 40, ,I.••••1
1/1*.•• KV 4411,1

Backed by our family'. 11110+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Reath

LEE'S Body Shop in
Mayfield is hiring a fulltime
Auto
Body
Painter/Repair person.
Hourly wage by
Experience.
Call 270-251-3000 for
interview.

EIL/17NG, BLIKWG, BUY/NO
Wrecked, running arid non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

404-313-1051.

SubniFtted matter

wit

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Executive Home 38R
38A, huge den, open
kitchen,6 large closets,
garage,
large
washer/dryer hookups,
large fenced in backyard. 2,500 Sq. Ft.
Street.
12th/Sharpe

, maintain, the i,ght to teloMet edit any

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
w/ experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

.r,

Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
8400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
38R 28A, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Fe

cal Prop.for Rant

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. MAIN ST.

RGL Storage, LLC
540 & 4th St. It
Sunbury Cable
ipls saes,
it,
lightinW:r
seemly
nen1y remodsled.
270-701-7557

(270 )753-6266
HOURS.
MON-FRI
8 00-4.00
SATURDAY
8.00-12:00

RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY

1.000
8.000
or 12.000
Sq. Ft Available

270.293•7144

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
.We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Storage Units Now

Avdilable!

at
SBGiropertv.corn

VICIt us 01111,
14,

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South •---Mu rray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNT SIZI-

I

UNIT PRICE SECURIT ly

10X24..$50.00

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10)(15..635.00

10X12..$22.50

Deposit Required

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00

DOG Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

:oil 270-753-9999

wonv inurr9vkvr.iritals cc.ir

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

We will knowingly accept any
advertising be real estate which
is nil in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby infonned
that all d writings ad vertixd are
available an an equal opportunity basks
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P MiLan.I'M)64S-1000

CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
iBP from $345
2BR from $375
270-7153-855a
1506 Dulguld Dr.

Seal MMINO
1110•111rIANUI t

1400-545-1833 ext233
Th,a

Ron F•arno

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO $711

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
.Marray Slow It Lodi - 1611 N.12th SI.
.0111C Stow - 190014.126
Lief,

ctriciti% and 24/7 Surveil/axe

'Grimed laid Iasi &
Climate Control

- Hwy.9411
-r Pal fic:

I.)00
ftwr

eaar15 VI11144 Ii .12071
."(1 75: 240; Frm 2711 757 950c
7rid1+41'i

1X2 AD
BOGO 1/2
OFF
CALL N1CHI
270153-1916
, (ad size)

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All"
Call or Text
Ted
214-766-7

lad size)

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

*Handyman Services
*Yard Work
-Pressure Washing
'Gutter Cleaning

litoore's
Concrete
*Driveways
'Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
'Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
Jeff Moore
931-289-9253

pavld's Home
Improvement
LLC
Wrier Damaged Roca
Braces & RoorJoias
Remodeling & Plunting
We Do Irsurance Work
Visa & 6-taster:and An:et:led

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270) 759-0501

PRISTiNE Roofing
(Murray,
Company
KY). Roof repairs to
new roofs. Shingles,
metal, and rubber
roofs. We fix leaks
Free
guaranteed!
Estimates.
270-254-0490
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-226-4504

5

Misti Meadows
subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club.
Newly remodled
basement,
New furnace and
water heater.
Call 270-752-0477

BOG()
1/2
OFF

"For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

Gary 270-227-0420

Spacious

Bedroom,
4 Bath Home

Morris Family
Farms

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

aWa
.
i,
a

14rrn"

a [A Ersi.5 ISE'.10VAL

Hill Electric

Many Ledger & Times Fair
Mousing Art Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is suhtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
legal to advertue any preference. limitation or discrimination based on rrse culor,
yet., handicap. familial status or national ongni or intention to make any such Freerens, limitations or discnminanon.

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
•

270-293-4256

State laws forbid discriminabon
in the sale, rental or advertising
of eal estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.

4Bdrm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr.
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included.

Mustang GT premium, manual trans
Black 60,600 miles
$17,500 call
731-336-9293
130
Services Offered
2011

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY

DC c4,v0z4o1,/0
•14WA, C4R1
'Rig/MAO/41
'COANWRC441
*I/C 4e "VS

CavrAer Scorr
2,'O-9,'-?,57

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC
USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

Licensed &Insured
270-293-3248

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELEIG.COM
All Aspects of
Remodeling
Inprnvemugts
.19nr5 •Ilitchen
S Arial:10m

•14MeV

•Drywall .1 sewing
.711a •Floorkg 'Des-ti
•Inninrd *Sr Diarrnaa
'Frye Ilstanames
•Meaahrr af"A" Rani
an Mirk} List

270-436-5,51
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Murray ILA

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE
& PERSONAL PROPERTY

Hill Appliance
Repair

AUCTION

Serving
West Kentucky

Gallirreona Electrical Contractors. LLC

(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

beleeveifeeemercii/eselleelell
Janes C.Gallo=

4531 STATE RT 121S.

MURRAY, KY 42071

Jason HID

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Saturday, July 30th • 10:00 AM
1501 121 North
Murray, KY 42071

ray.COM

Auction to be held at National Guard Armory

RARE Nice 1969 RS SS Camaro 3 Speed,
Geo Goodman Paducah Jug, Metal Tubs, Wood Icebox, Sewing
Machine, Cast Iron Stove, Kitchen Cab, Apple Press, Old Ringer
Stand, Dresser, Wooden Table, Old Trunk, Cast Iron Pcs,
Milk Cans, Buckets, Mantle, Wood Ladder, Ladder Back Chairs,
Radial Arm Saw, Drills, Sprayer, Spreader, Tack, Weed Eater,
Crocks & Jugs, Hand Tools, Freezer, and Much More.

REAL ESTATE WILL SELL ABSOLUTE TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER AT
12 NOON
5 BEDROOM,2 BATH, BRICK HOME,
kitchen with beautiful wood working, living room, large den, storage room,
lots of space, large work shop sitting in a large back yard. Any house built
prior to 1978 could contain lead base paint. A 10 day post inspection
wavier will be part of the contract. Make your inspections prior to day of
sale.
Terms of real estate is 10% down of purchase price day of auction with
balance in 30 days with passing of deed. All real estate will be handled
In conjunction with SBG Real Property Professionals. Shea Sykes,
Real Estate Broker.
Car: 2013 Chevrolet Malibu with 32,iax miles.
Personal Property: Leather recliner, china cabinet, spool leg tables, 6 leg
table, odd bed, dresser, chest, hospital bed, vanity w/stool, bookcases,
roll top desk, pump organ w/stool, guitar, banjo, dulcimer, refrigerator,
several nice old quilts, card table, ice cream chairs, stereo system, cast
iron skillets, stone pitcher, stone bowls, stone churn, other stone Items,
daisy chum, All Jersey Ryan Milk bottles, Pillsbury Dough Boy cookie jar,
Fostoria pieces, depression glass, other glassware, stainless bowls, food
choppers, kitchen utensils, Pyrex bowls, wash boards, large old picture
frames, lots of books, 12 and 18 volt Dewatt rechargeable drills, Shop
Smith lathe w/tools, Bluegrass turning lathe, 10 Craftsman table saw,
drills, sanders, Craftsman tiller-cultivator still in box, Craftsman router,
furniture clamps, belt sander, Poulan chain saw, lots of misc lumber, hand
tools, garden tools, wheel barrow, Coke-Pepsi crates, Black Hawk corn
sheller, Greyhound child's wagon, swing, blue fruit jars, other fruit jars,
gallon U-Say-ft Speas jar, metal Cooler Chest, washtubs, bushel baskets,
step ladders, milk cans, flatirons, kitchen stool, iron wagon wheels,
MUCH MUCH MORE.

R/T
Lawn Service
Free Estimstes

CHAVIS
REAL MATE& AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET• MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY# P2521
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270-753-9999
TERMS OF AUCTION IS FULL SETTLEMENT DAY OF AUCTION WITH
CASH OR GOOD CHECK WITH PROPER ID. ANY ANNOUNCEMENTS
MADE THE DAY OF AUCTION TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER PRINTED
MATERIAL OR ANY OTHER ORAL STATEMENTS MADE. AUCTION
COMPANY OR OWNER IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS.
LUNCH AVAILABLE
FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
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FOUND
Black and Silver
16" Hubcap.
Found on
Saturday
the 23rd on
Radio Road Almo.
Call 270-293-8448.

YARD SALES
106 North 9th Street
FRIDAY(7/29)& SATURDAY(7/30)
8 AM-12 PM
MOVING SALE! Clothes - all sizes, household,
appliances, home decor, purses,shoes,
books(western & romance)and lots more.

97 Wrather Rd.
SATURDAY(7/30)
730 AM-5 PM
MULTI-FAMILY MOVING SALE'Samsung Refr.
kitchen table, Singer sewing machine,bookcase, decor,
toys galore, kids clothing size 4-7 boys & girls, womens
clothing S-M, womens shoe size 8-9,mex XL.
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From Murray, K'11. Take US 641 N. Then Turn Right On Hwy. 80 E. & Follow
3.2 Miles Then Turn Left On Van Cleave Rd Continue 1.7 Miles Then Turn
Left On Cad Crisp Rd And •fts..i To Auction Site Signs Posted!!
HIGHLY 771LABLE LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING FARMLAND!
REAL ESTATE Tract 1*A 1999
28'x66' Fall Creek Manufactured
Home On A Brick Foundation
Featunng 3 Bedrooms,2 Baths,
Spacious Living Room, Dining
Area, Lange Eat-In Kitchen w/
Island & Skylight, Utility Room,
Master Suite w/Walk-ln Closet,
Garden Tub, Skylight & Separate
Shower, Laminate, Tile & Carpet
Flooring & Central HVAC. Exterior
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE
Features Include A Front Porch,
AT 10:00 AM! AUCTION HELD ON SITE! Deck, Patio, 12'x16' Concrete
Block Building w/Bectric, Storage
500 GALLON PROPANE TANK - Building, Shed & A 30'x32'
2001 DODGE DAKOTA TRUCK Detached Garage w/Concrete
- TRAILERS - MOWERS - GOLF Floor, Electric, Automatic
CART - TOOLS - COINS Overhead Door & 10'x32' Lean
To. All On 2.9660 Acres.
FURNITURE- APPLL4NCES Tract? 14.8294 Acres
COLLECTIBLES
VISIT HARRISARCTIoNS COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS'
BEAL UWE Mal& 15% Dawn Day Of Sale Manse In ,3 Days A 1 blt Eiuyen Premium MI Be
Added To The Frei Bicl8 Included In The Contact Price Make Inspectors Prior To Date Of Sae
PEFt8014AL PROPERTY Mt& Fit Settlement Day of sale. Cash or Cheek Dry Of Sale We, F'roce,
Iderilifcalion. A 10% Buyer's Premium Wit Be Added To The Fret Bid Straded In The Sale Phut

S8G Real Property Professionals
Shea Sykes Real Estate Broker

Weddings

NLS/Ja2aatitiaddlikrild

270-436-5959

For all your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane Auctioneer 270-435-4420
Real Estate will be handled In conjunction with

A

David 270-2g7-1106

KENTUCKY LAKE
flEMODELING.COU
All Aspects of
Remodeling
•Ifoier knprovenvus
'Bath •kitchen
Ailditiotu

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

Terms of personal property and car is full settlement day of auction with
sh or good check with proper ID. Any announcement made the day of
the auction take precedence over printed material or any other oral
statements made. Auction company and owners not responsible for
accidents. Concession available.

Pq

Zech 270-873-7700

270-293-5949
L,c & his

www.obarlaaffetions.00m

tu •ay, • ugust 20t
Location: 492 Cart Crisp

Over 28 Years
Experience

You ire* if
We will mow iti

COME PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY,
LOT OF GOOD MERCHANDISE
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS(ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:
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Tea years ago
Five generations of the Palmer
Pictured are Calloway County family still live in
Calloway County.
High School band students, junior Pictured are Starkie Hall,
Stephen
Brittany Trues and sophomore Norsworthy, Justin
Palmer, Dixie
Amanda Duncan, as they wait in., Palmer, Clarice
Norsworthy and
strucuons from Gary Mullins, band Keith
Norsworthy, Charles and Tradirector. The band is participating in vis Palmer,
Baron Palmer, Lowell
a summer band camp at the school Palmer and David Palmer. The
Alf
campus.
Palmer house, located on Coleman
Pictured are members of the Mur- Trail Road
in Ku-ksey, has served as
ray High School band's percussion a visual aid to
the Palmer family for
Josh
Clingermayer;
unit,
senior: over 100 years.
Blake Vacca, freshman and Coley
Thirty years ago
Miller, senior, during their band
Students, faculty and staff at
camp.
Murray State University celebratAll former members of the Murray ed the end
of summer school with
High School Band and their families the
traditional watermelon feast at
to
invited
attend
the
MHS Allare
Oakhurst.
Band Reunion, planned for Labor
Charlie Michael attended the
Day weekend.
Roger Hardin Basketball Camp
MurrayIndependent School Disat Marshall County High School.
trict Superintendent Bob Rogers is
He participated in the camp at the
pictured introducing Sherry Purdom
special invitation. of Harden whom
as the public information officer for
he knew when he lived in Valparathe MISD during the MHS All Class
sio, Indiana. Shown with Michael
Alumni Reunion activities.
are Harden and former University
The Murray High School Dance
of
Kentucky All-American Kenny
Team won the overall 110 percent
award and others at the UDA Camp Walker. Michael is the son of Sandra Michael of Murray.
at Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
M.C. Garrott writes about Dr. AdTennessee. Pictured are team members Catherine Crass, Courtney ron Doran of Morehead, formerly
Billington, Alex Horrobin, LaShae of Graves County, in his column,
Brown, Hannah Cochran, Brooke "Garrott's Gallery."
Forty years ago
Salley, Claire Pitman, Alexis LowKathy Outland and Jill Austin
dermilk, Addey Griffo, Chelsea
claimed titles this past weekend at
Campbell and Claire Barnett.
the Clarksville Junior Tennis TourTwenty years ago
Calloway County's seventh grade nament.
Calloway County Road DepartConverse Team posted an 8-4 record
during the July three-week camp ment and CETA workers are currentheld in Marshall County. Members ly constructing a new bridge on the
of the team are Joey Butterworth, Squire Irving Road,located south of
Josh Sykes, Kory Cunningham, KY 1550 West near Sinking Springs
Mark Chamberlain, Daryl Cole, Jay Baptist Church. The bridge crosses
Boggess, Todd Sexton, Clay Lamb, the Fast Fork of Clarks River.
Fifty years ago
Coach Mickey Garrison,Joe Dolcan
Army Pvt. Paul E. Butterworth Jr
and Aaron Stewart.
The Murray Woman's Club has has completed eight week of adundertaken a campaign to buy two vanced infantry training at Fort Ord,
state-of-the-art pieces of equipment California.
Sixty years ago
for the city and county fire departBirths reported include a boy to
ment. The club is currently trying
to raise $50,000 to buy both de- Mr. and Mrs. James Vaughn Edpartments an IRIS system which is wards on July 19.
Murray Little League MI-Stars
a helmet-mounted, hands-free camera system that uses infrared light with Tommy Lyons as pitcher beat
to detect heat through heavy black Benton 10-1 in a baseball game.
smoke, walls or entire houses.

Spider veinsveins are unsightly but
pose no medical threat
DEAR ABBY: I am a large,
overweight woman. I have been
in the process of losing weight for
more than five years. I got married
three years ago to an amazing guy.
He's the sweetest man I have ever
met.
Something
he said recently really
bothers me.
He said be
thinks
I'm
fat. While I
know I'm fat
and admit
it out loud
Dear Abby
-- I never
thought
it
by
was approAbigail
priate
for
Van Buren
your significant other to
say it to you.
I am at a loss as to what to do
because he is right, but it hurts my
feelings that he not only thinks it
but says it. I have tried talking to
him about how it makes me feel,
but he just shrugs his shoulders. He
sees nothing wrong with calling
me fat. What do you think? -- BIG
GIRL IN CHAMPAIGN,ILL.
DEAR BIG GIRL: If you call
yourself fat, then it's possible your
husband didn't think his doing so
would hurt your feelings. Straighten him out. And when you do, tell
him what other terms you would
prefer he use (i.e., "big and beautiful," "bountiful and bodacious,"
etc.).
Point out that whether it is a
large or small amount, getting
weight off is difficult. Also, it's not
unusual for people who are hurting
to eat more in order to compensate.
He married you when you were
heavier, so he should be aware not
only that you're making progress,
but also that you need his support.

time together, our families socialDEAR DOCTOR K: I have
ize and we have a good relation- developed many small, thin veins
ship. My problem is Shane's use of on my legs. I would like to get rid
social media. He takes a lot of pic- of them. What is the most effective
tures and posts them online while treatment?
DEAR READER: Superficial
we're together, but I am never in
leg
veins,
them and he never mentions that
sometimes
I'm there.
Example: We took trips to Las
Vegas, New York and Jamaica. He
posted dozens of pictures of himdecall
tin
occurryed vew
vins's
ekili;
self, but none of us together. When
appear lust
we go to nice restaurants, he shoots
below
the
pictures of the food and solo sesurface of the
flea, but never mentions that I'm
skin, causing
there, too. He has female friends I
red, blue or
have never met who comment on
all his fabulous adventures.
Dr. Komaroff purple discolorations.
It appears to me that Shane has
by
Spider veins
created an online image as an exDr. Anthony get
their
citing, jet-setting single guy. But
name from
Komaroff
when I say that. he tells me I am
the shape of
being "immature." I am considerthe discoloring ending the relationship because
ations. Some cases of spider veins
of this. What do you think? -- OUT
can be quite small; others are more
OF THE PICTURE
noticeable. They may make you
DEAR OUT OF THE PICfeel self-conscious, but they are
TURE: When a couple has been
harmless. (I've put an illustration
living together for two years
of spider veins on my website,
and spends the majority of their
AskDoctorK.com.)
time together, their friends usualSpider veins are a sign that there
ly know they are involved. That are abnormalities in the
deeper
Shane has cultivated an image of veins of the legs. Those deep veins
himself online as fancy-free seems have little valves in them. Blood
strange to me, too. It may be that in the veins of the legs is returning
he is self-centered, or that he's not from the legs to the heart. When we
as committed to your relationship are sitting or standing, gravity is
as you would like him to be.
pulling the blood downward,away
When you tell a person some- from the heart. The valves prevent
thing bothers you, and that person gravity from doing that.
not only doesn't do something
As we get older, the valves beabout it but blames you, it's a red come less effective. The extra
flag. But if everything else in the blood that gravity pulls down into
relationship is as fine as you say, it the leg veins causes the pressure in
doesn't have to be a deal-breaker. the veins to rise. Ultimately, that
I assume you have a social media increased pressure swells the tiny
presence of your own. I suggest veins beneath the skin -- leading to
that you fill it with lots of pictures spider veins.
of Shane, the two of you together
Spider veins are most common
and the places you're going togeth- on the thighs, ankles and calves.
er.
They are more common in women than men, and they can run in
Contact Dear Abby at www. families. Some cases are related
DEAR ABBY: I'm 30 and have
lived with my boyfriend,"Shane," DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, to pregnancy, use of birth control
pills or weight gain. Spider veins
for two years. We spend lots of Los Angeles,CA 90069

Today In History

NIRO From MOM

Today is Thursday. July 28, the
210th day of 2016. There are 156
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 28, 1976, an earthquake
devastated northern China,killing at
least 242,000 people, according to
an official estimate.
On this date:
In 1540, King Henry Vilf's chief
minister,Thomas Cromwell,was executed, the same day Henry married
his fifth wife, Catherine Howard.
In 1655, French dramatist and
novelist Cyrano de Bergerac died in

14E1, DAD, Cists1 I
GO OUTSIDE
lst•JD PLAN ?

Paris at age 36.
In 1794, Maximilien Robespierre,
a leading figure of the French Revolution, was sent to the guillotine.
In 1866, British children's author
Beatrix Potter was born in London.
In 1914, World War I began as
Austria-Hungary declared war on
Serbia.
In 1945, a U.S. Army bomber
crashed into the 79th floor of New
York's Empire State Building, killing 14 people.
In 1959, in preparation for statehood, Hawaiians voted to send the

SURE

first Chinese-American, Republican
Hiram L. Fong, to the U.S. Senate
and the first Japanese-American,
Democrat Daniel K. Inouye, to the
U.S. House of Representatives.
In 1965, President Lyndon B.
Johnson announced he was increasing the number of American troops
in South Vietnam from 75,000 to
125,000 "almost immediately."
In 1995, a jury in Union, South
Carolina, rejected the death penalty
for Susan Smith, sentencing her to
life in prison for drowning her two
young sons.
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SHINY ONCE AGAIN
Hello, Heloise: I read your column in The Villages
(Fla.) Daily Sun. I have BLACK APPLIANCES, and
when I clean them there is a cloudy film on the surface.
What is the best product to use when cleaning a
black dishwasher, microwave, stove? I like my appliances shiny. -- Shirley T. in Florida
A microfiber cloth is your
friend in this case. Grab a damp
towel and an ammonia-based
cleaner or even vinegar. Wipe
away fingerprints and greasy
smears. Buff with a thy microfiber towel. -- Heloise
IT'S A LOCK
Dear Heloise: I have some
brass hardware on a designer
handbag that has turned dingy.
What's the best way to clean it?
by
-- Christine M. in San Antonio
Heldise
Christine, first try a cloth
infused with a brass cleaner,
which is readily available. My
second answer may surprise you, but head into the
kitchen and grab the ketchup!
Ketchup's No. 2 ingredient is vinegar. The acid in
vinegar will clean the darkened brass. Squirt a small
amount onto a dry towel and buff the hardware lightly.
Then remove the ketchup with a damp towel. Avoid any
leather trim.
Vinegar is a workhorse around the house. In my
nearly 40 years of helping harried homemakers, I've
recommended grabbing vinegar many, many times!
I've put together my best vinegar hints in a handy
pamphlet, which is easy to grab for quick reference.
Would you like to receive one? Jump on my website,
www.Heloise.com, to order, or send a self-addressed,
stamped(68 cents), business-size envelope, along with

$5, to: Heloisell4negar, P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, 7X, 78279-5001. One cup of white vinegar in the
rinse water will help remove detergent buildup from
laundry. -- Heloise
THE SERVICE OF A SPARE SOCK
Dear Readers: If your washer or dryer eats a sock,
thus rendering a "pair" an impossibility, don't fret.
Here are some hintsfor the remaining sock:
--Drop your phone Ina, the sockfor extra protection
in your handbag. • --Scoopfresh, dry coffee grounds into the sock, and.
hang in the clothes closet to help remove musty odort.
You also can pop it into thefridge.
--Slip the sock over a furniture leg when moving.
--Slide a damp sock over your hand, and detail-du*
and clean hard-to-reach areas ofyour home.
--Use the ribbed top of a crew sock as a hot-coffek:
sleeve. You can decorate it with buttons and exaggei9
axed stitching for fun.
Heloise
THANK YOU, PLEASE
Dear Heloise: We received lots of cards and gifts
for my mother's 100th birthday. The cards got separated from the gifts -- no return address! (They did
include cash and postage stamps, which was lovely.)
Please write inside the card your name,address,ZIP
code and what the gift was. This makes it so much easier to send thank-you notes. This goes for birthdays,
weddings, graduations, funerals -- any event where
you give a gift. -- Kay B., Livingston, III.
IT'S A COVERUP
Dear Heloise: I use a coffee filter to cover drinks
outdoors.! place one upside down over each glass,and even cans. It's inexpensive and does the job! -- Lee H., .
Chesterton,Ind.
Indeed, protectsfrom nosy bugs andfalling leaves!
•
Heloise
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, July 29, 2016:
This year your patience will be tested. You might
find a loved one to be unusually difficult or noncommunicative. On some level, this coldness
could bother you a lot. Ask yourself why this person
is behaving this way; ask him or her, too. If you
are single, you could meet someone while taking a
class or traveling. Be open to this person's energy,
which could be very different from what you have
experienced. If you are attached, the two of you
will relate more easily to each other. Respect each
other's differences rather than argue. GEMINI
always amuses you, even when he or she is
attempting to be serious.

what is, and go about your day as usual. Make
time for a meeting, which could evolve into a fun
get-together.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You seem to be forced into taking charge,
even when you don't want to. You could be
somewhat short-tempered, as you might need to
change your plans. A partner or dear friend could
be confused, and might be making it more difficult
to get together.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Listen to what someone is sharing. You
could be a bit overwhelmed by everything that you
are hearing. On some level, you might be angry, as
you likely will have to adjust plans that you already
have in place. Take a walk to calm down, if need
be.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** One-on-one relating could be demanding,
especially if the other party is not receiving your
message clearly. You will witness your frustration
build to the point where you might explode. Give
this person the benefit of the doubt.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to take a leap of faith
and move forward with a project. You could have
difficulty relating to a key person in your life. This
individual seems to be more open than you realize.
Others will react to a standoffish attitude.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You could be in a funk and might feel
somewhat exhausted. A lot is going on around you.
There also might be some last-minute errands or
work dropped on you. You probably won't be able
to contain your irritation at everything that you
need to do.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Defer to a higher-up or someone whom you
consider to be an authority figure Understand
that your ability to streamline what you need to de
stems from an unusual amount of creativity. Accept
an invitation to join others for a late lunch.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Be willing to look at a personal matter more,
carefully. You will come up with a reasonable
of handling the situation in a way that feels ririjgct
you. Know that you can't keep pushing a roommate,
or family member so hard

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
21

GARFIELD ®
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IF SHE WERE HBZE,I COULD
TELL HER HOW MUCH I
LAI HER, ANP ASIC HER
10 HOLD MY HAND...
ECKS

ty, KY

may be permanent, or they ma*.
disappear on their own, especiallpp:
if they are caused by pregnancy oe'
certain medications.
Spider veins do not require
treatment for any medical reason
Treatment is usually done for cosmetic reasons only.
In some people, support stockrtags may decrease the size of
isting spider veins and help tr•
prevent new ones. If that doesn't
.
do the trick, the two moat common cosmetic treatments for spider
veins are sclerotherapy and laser •
treatment:
Sclerotherapy involves hating a salt solution injected directly
into the affected area. This liquid
causes irritation and inflammation
of the vein, leading to its collapse.
The area may be tender for a few
days. Any bruising should fade
over a few weeks. Sclerotherapy
may require multiple treatments.
The injections can be slightly pain,
ful.
-- Laser treatment directs pulses from a laser light to the spider
veins, causing tiny blood clots ter'
form. The blood vessels that form
the legs of the "spider" become
blocked off and are reabsorbed by
the body.
Each treatment has its pros and
cons. Sclerotherapy is better for
larger veins, but it involves needles
and injections. Laser therapy can
be as effective for smaller veins,
but it may result in loss of skin
pigment. In studies comparing the
treatments, sclerotherapy is more
likely to be successful.
Maintaining a healthy weight
and staying physically fit tend
to reduce the pressure inside leg
veins. Wearing support hose can
further protect against the development of more spider veins. To
get rid of the ones you have, talk to
your doctor about the alternatives
I've described.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical
School.)

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could feel pressured by someone at a
distance who continues to seek you out. You might
need to become less available. Use your instincts
when dealing with this person, and everything
will be fine. Refuse to let yourself get frustrated.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You have an impulsive side to your
personality. As a result, you tend to let go of selfdiscipline. You love to have good times, and you
love to shop for what you want. Be sure to count
your change.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** To many people, you seem unstoppable,
a bit like the Energizer Bunny. However, getting the
cold shoulder from a loved one or a special friend
could stop you in your tracks. You might want to
find out what ails this person.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** The less said, the better You might be
rejoicing as the weekend doses in You could be
somewhat difficult to hold back. Passions run high
right now. If you're irritated by a child or a loved
one, you could start a ruckus. Do you really want
that?
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your sunny personality emerges, but
you might notice that others can be somewhat
unpredictable, volatile or confused. Just accept

1Y1 tarn).
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2016 MATT McMAHON YOUTH BASKETBALL CAMP

The Ice
Cream
Shot

Murray State
guard Bryce
Jones (laying
down)talks
to campers
during Day
3 of the Matt
McMahon
Youth Basketball Camp on
Wednesday
at the CFSB
Center.

heave from more than three-quarter court before everyone enjoys a treat
Campers watch as Racers swingman Gee McGee takes The Ice Cream Shot," a
Wednesday at the CFSB Center.
Former
Murray State
forward Tony
Easley fields
questions
from campers
Wednesday
at the CFSB
Center.

Bryce Rudd

Photos

OVC
honors
139 MSU
athletes
MSU Sports Information
BRENTWOOD, Tenn. —
The Ohio Valley Conference released its list of the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll for the
2015-16 school year Wednesday.
Murray State was well represented, setting a record for the
sixth straight year. The Racers
had 139 student-athletes honored by the league for the 20152016 academic year.
The OVC had 1,335 student-athletes qualify for the
Commissioner's Honor Roll last
year, besting the mark of 1275
from the 2014-15 academic year.
have
must
Recipients
achieved at least a 3.25 grade
point average and have been
eligible and on a team throughout the competitive season in
their chosen NCAA-sponsored
sport(s) and used a season of
competition.
During the last 10 years, the
OVC has honored more than
11,000 student-athletes with the
Commissioner's Honor Roll
award. The OVC will announce
the recipients of the Academic
Medal of Honor, the Academic Achievement Award and the
Team Academic Achievement
Awards later this week.
Below is a team-by-team
breakdown of all of Murray
State's honorees. IN

2015-2016 Ohio Valley
Roll
Commissioner's Honor
LETES

MURRAY STATE STUDEKT-ATie
Baseball
Tyler Anderson, Caleb Arbetter, Adam Bauer,
Aaron Bence, Matthew Ckidas, John Lollar. !Opp
Moore, Derr* Watson.
Basketball pen)
Charles Brown,Jonathan Start
Basketball(Women)
Bianca Batik., Jasmine Borders, Kra Gulledge.
Ke'Shunan James, Jarseetes, Daniell* Pismo
Cross Country (Men)
Austin Ackman, Cole Cisneros, Gavin Davis,
Gavin Salaries, Jarred Koerner, Lucas Prather
Vince Turner, Mark Ventura, Neil Yockey
Cross Country firemen)
Brittany Bohn, Emily Evans, Emily Flaherty,
Ernme Gilmore, Caroline Grogan, Ali Hester, Lash
Krause, Rebecca Mortis, lisatherty Peschall, Rebekah Priddy, Meagan Snit"
Football
Dylan Boone, Joseph Clcoria, KD Humphries,
Joe Irby, Arbre Jones, Brandon Jones, Cedric
Joneos, 'r-Ray Malone, John Morris, To Omli,
Zech Shipley, DeOuinten Spraggins, Mitch Stilts,
Greg Willard
Gott Wen)
Preston French,Jared Gosser, Brock Simmons,
Daniel Taylor, Matthew Zakutney
Golf(Women)
Moe Folks, Sophie Hillier, Nadine Innes, Leah
Judd, Abbi Stamper, Sydney Trimble, Jacidyn Van
Meter, Jane Watts
Ben Estes, Hannah Harls, Tessa Howard, Ryan
Li(Ip" MacKenzie Martin, Ivan Roe, Melee
Sellars, Kaltlyn Wilson
Soccer
Caroline Milton, Rebecca Blorkwil, Walesa
Wheal Fairy, Maxie
Con
Cain,
l
Burroughs,
Fry, Aaron Lankster, Bailey Lankster, Alex Sargon/aid, Taylor Stevens, Destiny *Arts Harriet
Withers
Softball
Morgan Edwards, Maciddy Feeney, J.J,
Erica Howard, Leah Kesel, Cara Levine, Taylor Odom, Mason Robinson, Joceiynn Rodgers,
&Janne Sanders, Jessica Avaddle, Amber Van
Duyse, Mallory Young
Tennis gien)
Mien Kashyab, David Sdrott,Will True, Marcel
Ueftzhoeffer, Javier Alm
Tennis(Women)
Jeanne Masson, Keay Morgan, Erin Patton, Nina Schlbol, Suzaan Stoltz
Track and And
Taylor Adcock,Kennedy Berkley, Brittany Bohn,
Emily Evans, Emily Flaherty, Emma Gilmore, Caroline Grogan, Jolyta Henderson, All Hester, Kristin Higgins, Taylor Borth, Leal km's, Unwire
Lawrence,Chleo LeGrand,Aubrey Mein,Christina
Meinhirdt,Lauren Miller, Rebecca Monis,Heatharty Paschall, Rebekah Priddy, Dela ROOKS,
*rimy Siebert, Meagan Smith, Darcy Sulam
Volleyball
Sam Bedard, Kristen Bess/leen, Dada Brown,
Scotbe Ingram, Audrey Lewis, Effie totem Taylor
Olden, Emily Schmahl. Hannah Stuttz

A 'camper and MSU forward Brion Sanchious
play some 1-on-1 during Day 3 of the Matt McMahon Basketball Camp on Wednesday at the
CFSB Center.

• NFL

Training camp begins Friday for Tennessee Titans
porate offices. Security is present to assist in crossing the street before, during
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The Titans and after practice.
Once inside the gates of the Titans
are scheduled to begin training camp
this week at Saint Thomas Sports Park complex, visitors can observe from the
Nashville. Rookies and veterans re- perimeter of the practice field, but onport to camp on Friday and will practice lookers should be prepared to stand in
for the first time the next day under the typical Middle Tennessee summer heat
direction of head coach Mike Mularkey. for the duration of their visit, as shade
Fans of the Titans are invited to and seating are very limited.
A Titans Locker Room merchandise
watch 10 total training camp practices
July
the
is set up next to the practice field
trailer
with
beginning
charge,
of
free
30 workout at 2:40 p.m. The remaining selling a wide selection of Titans apparpractices that are open to the public are el. Cold non-alcoholic beverages also
scheduled for July 31-Aug. 9. All but will be available to purchase.
For an up-to-date camp schedule,
one of the open practices will take place
the
can call the team's training camp
with
fans
Park,
Sports
Thomas
Saint
at
Stahotline at (615) 565-4190, or they can
exception being Aug. 6 at Nissan
of
time
to the team's official website, Titango
only
the
is
camp
dirn. Training
tfo year that practices are open to the sOnline.cortarainingCamp.
aberal public.
Rrst look at raster
ieFree parking for training camp is
On the field. Titans fans will get
ilable directly across the street from
first glimpse of the team as contheir
S t Thomas Sports Park (46) Great
by new general manager Jon
structed
Circle Road) at the CVS/Caremiuic Cotbsww.titansonline.com

hi

Robinson and Mularkey,each of whom
were named to their posts in January by
controlling owner Amy Adams Strunk.
Although he is a native of Union City,
Tenn., Robinson is a newcomer to the
organization. Mularkey was hired as
tight ends coach in 2014, promoted to
assistant head coach/tight ends coach
during the 2015 offseason, and then
spent the final nine games of 2015 as
interim head coach.
In the six months since the hires, the
makeup of the team has undergone significant turnover. Currently, 36 of the
89 players on the active roster (40.4
percent) were not on it in 2015. Ten of
the additions were drafted, two were
waiver claims, one was acquired via
trade,and 23 were signed as free agents.
Although he is a 40-year-old, firstyear general manager, Robinson is a
seasoned evaluator of football talent.
The Southeast Missouri State graduate
spent the last two seasons as director
of player personnel for the Tampa Bay

Buccaneers following a 12-year stint
in the scouting department of the New
England Patriots, including five seasons(2009-2013) as director of college
scouting for the Patriots.
Robinson and the Titans were active
in the initial stages of free agency, adding several veterans who are expected
to start or compete for significant roles.
Included in the crop were cornerbacks
Brice McCain (formerly of the Miami
Dolphins) and Antwon Blake (Pittsburgh Steelers), safety Rashad Johnson
(Arizona Cardinals), center Ben Jones
(Houston Texans), wide receiver Rishard Matthews (Dolphins), linebacker Sean Spence (Steelers) and backup
quarterback Matt Cassel (Dallas Cowboys).
But Robinson's early Tennessee tenure is perhaps most notable for a pair of
trades he negotiated. The first of these
came in March, when the Titans agreed
with the Philadelphia Eagles to swap
fourth-rounders (Titans' 100th overall

pick for the Eagles' 113th pick) in order
for Tennessee to obtain veteran running
back DeMarco Murray.
Later, the Titans and Los Angeles
Rams consummated one of the biggest
trades in recent NFL Draft history. On
April 14, two weeks before the start of
the draft, the Titans dealt the first overall selection to the Rams along with a
fourth-round pick (113th overall) and
a sixth-rounder (177th overall). In exchange, the Titans received the 15th
overall pick in the first round, two second-rounders (43rd and 45th overall),
a third-rounder (76th overall) and the
Rams' first- and third-round picks in
2017.
With their original picks, plus the
haul from the Rams trade and subsequent draft-day deals, the final result
was a 10-member draft class, headlined
by Michigan State tackle Jack Conklin, who the team aggressively traded
See TITANS, Page 11
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SPORTS ON TV
Tater,Gouge
CR
8 p.m.
ESPN2-Winnipeg it Edmonton
GOLF
k30
Gay - Ricoh Women's BMW Open, ersi
rood, at lAillon Keynes, England
I LIR
GOLF - Ricoh Women's BMW Open, farm
amd,at Pillion Keynes, England
12 p.a.
TNT - Pak Tow PGA Championship, &it
mind, it Springfield, kJ.
4 p.m.
GOLF - European PGA To Kings Cup, first
mod, It Pi
Tbilinduitirry tale/
NORSE
3 pus
FS2-Swat°.live, John Morrissey Stain,
at Saratoga Springs, ILY,
12 p.m.
MIS - Colorado at KY Meta or Arizona at
Milwaukee (1 p.m.)
6 p.m.
FSMW-St. Louis at Miami
7 p.m.
MIS-Chicago White Sox at Chicago Cubs or
Kansas Ctty at Texas
SOCCER
1k30 pm.
ESPN - AILS Ail-Star Game, MLS MI-Stars vs.
Arsenal, at San Jose, Cala
TENNIS
12 p.m.
ESPN2 - U.S. Open Series: ATP World Tour,
Rogers Cup, round of 16, at Toronto
5:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - U.S. Open Series: ATP World Tour,
Rogers Cup, round of 16, at Toronto
Frldey Nam
RACING
7 a.m.
NBCSN - Formula One, German Grand Prix,
practice, at Hockenheim, Germany
10 am.
NBCSN - NASCAR, Sprint Cup Soles, Pennsylvania 400, practice, at Long Pond, Pa.
11:30 am
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping World Buck Series,
Pocono Mountains 150, practice, at Long Pond,
Pt
1 p.m.
NBCSN - InctyCm, Honda Indy 200 at Mid0510, practice, at Lexington, Ohio
2 pm.
FS1 - NASCAR, Camping World Truck Series,
Pocono Mountains 150, Mai practice, at Long
Pond,Pa
3 p.m.
NBCSN - NASCAFL Sprint Cup Series, Pennsylvania 400, qualifying. at Long Pond, Pa.
3:32 p.m.
FS1 - ARCA Series, ModSpace 150, at Long
Pond, Pa.
4:30 p.m.
NBCSN-NASCAR,XfinIty Series, U.S. Cellular
250, practice, at Newton, lows(same-day tape)
6 p.m.
NBCSN-NASCAR,XfInity Series, U.S. Calular
250, final practice, at Newton,tows
BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
NBA - Exhibition, Women's national teams,
United States vs. Canada, at Bridgeport Conn.
8 p.m
NBA-Exhibition, Men's national teams, United Slates vs Venezuela, at Chicago
BOXING
8 p.m.
SPIKE - Premier Champions, Adonis Stevenson
vs. Thomas Williams, for Stevenson's WBC light
heavyweight title, at Quebec City
CFL
9 p.m.
ESPN2-British Caltentila at Calgary
DRAG RACING
Eta) p.m.
FS1-NHRA, Toyota Sonoma Nationals, quailat Sonoma, Calif. (same-day tape)
GOLF
320 a.m.
GOLF-Ricoh Women's British Open, second
round, at Milton Keynes, England
,
8 a.m.
GOLF- Ricoh Women's British Open, second
round, at Milton Keynes, England
12 p.m.
TNT- PGA Tom PGA Championship, second
round, at Springnelda..1.

GOLF - Europsin4Frlbia any Cop, second round, at Paws,Thelland Issaae-dey lapel
NONE WM
3 p.m
F52-Swam Use, Curti' Stakes, at Saratoga SOW KT
MLA
1 pas
MIS-sans it Clicael
1 p.m.
FSMW-St Louis at
is
7 p.a.
- Kansas Qty at Texas or Pittsburgh at
MIlwauluis
10 am.
111LB - Wadinglon at San Fruncieco or
zona at LA Dodgers= Mined In prayed)
11SO a.m.
ESPN2 - U.S. Open Sense ATP World Tour,
Rogers Cup,quat1.t,at Toronto
&a pea
ESPN2
MP World kW
Rogers Cup,
atEwald
MACK IiiMILD
8:30 p.m,
ESPN - Tina:town Sumner Soles Chempionship, at Eugene, Or..

PRO BASEBALL
mu
mamma LEAGUE
Baltimore

Toronto

Boston
New York
Tamps Bay

East Weise
W
L
Pet
56
42 .5193
57
45 .559
55
44 .566
52
49 .515
38
61
.390
Camera Manion

Cleveland
Detroit
Chicago
Kansas City
Minnesota

Colorado
Sao Mese
Mares

49
52
416
10
44
58
431 1514
411
17
42
50
deldniarrs limb;
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SPONSORED BY
BOO CORNELISON
STUART ALEXANDER. CLTC

yledgezasin

iC
'ors
ISU
etes

-lows

57
42 .576
54
48 .529
50
51
.495
49
51
.480
37
63 .370
West Division
V/
L
Pet
Texas
58
44 .569
Houston
55
46 .545
Seattle
51
49 .510
Oaidand
47
55 .461
Los Angeles
45
56 .446
Wedneriare Results
Washington 4, Cleveland 1
San Diego 6, Toronto 4
Detroit 4, Boston 3
Tampa Bay 3, LA. Dodgers 1
Colorado 3, Baltimore 1
PIttsturgh 10, Seattle 1
Orticland 6,Texas 4
Houston 4, NY Yankees 1
Chicago Cubs 8, Chicago White Sox 1
Atlanta 9, Minnesota 7
Kansas City 7, LA. Angels 5
Today's Games
Baltimore (Jimenez 5-9) at Minnesota (Gibson
3-6), 6:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Sale 14-3)at Chicago Cubs
(Lackey 7-7), 705 p.m.
Kansas City(Ventura 6-8) at Texas(Hamels 112), 705 p.m.
Boston (Price 9-7) at Lk Angels RVeaver 8-8),
9:05 p.m.
Friday's Games
Seattle at Chicago Cubs, 1:20 p.m.
Baltimore at Toronto, 6:07 p.m.
Houston at Detroit,6:10 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees at Tampa Bay,6:10 p.m.
°Wend at Cleveland,6:10 p.m.
Kansas City at Texas, 7:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Minnesota, 7:10 p.m.
Boston at LA. Angels, 9:05 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Maslen
W
L
Pet GB
Washington
59
42 .584 4
Miami
55
46 .545
53
New York
47 .530 5%
Philadelphia
46
57 .447
14
Atlanta
35
66 .347
24
Central Division
W
L
Pct GB
Chicago
60
40 .600 54
St Louis
47 .535 614
52
48
.520
8
Ptttsburgh
56 .434 1614
Milwaukee
43
Cincinnati
40
61
.396 2014
West Division
W
L
Pot GB
59
42 .584
San Francisco
Ws Angeles
57
45 .559 214

Cits.

Colorado Melamon
airr8
3-3)
ftsliss
et N.Y.Meta (diGnan
6-6), 1210 pm.
ktasns
544 al
(1)4** 7-4),
(Nat
4-101,110 pm.Mc" 5-91 at Manta
St Louis(ache 5-7) at klian-s (Fernendu 124),8:10 p.m.
Chicugs
T14111,
1510art
Sin
pin
(Sale
O:43
14-21
3) ai
sari
Ctecago
Ffencisco
Cubs
(Cush) 13.2)8:15
Games
Seeds d Clion;W,1:20 p.m.
CIMINO dill1191s,&I0 p.m.
N.Laub at Midi.WM p.m.
&35 p.m.
Plibliavgb d MIlleissiow 7:10 p.m.
Adam d LA Dod
*10 p.m.
Vitddnglon at Sao Franim,9:15 pm.
Morn@ at San Diego, 9:40 p.m.

PRO BASKETBALL
MIRA
EASTERN CONFERBICE
VI
L
Pet GB
New Port
18
6692
Atlanta
13
12
520
Indiana
12
12
500
5
Chicago
11
13
458
6
Wasangton
9
15 .375
8
Connecticut
8
le .333
9
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pa GB
Los Angeles
21
3 .875 Minnesota
21
4 040
14
Phoenix
10
14 .417
11
Seattle
9
15 .375
12
Dalim
9
16 .300 1254
San Antonio
5
18 217 1514
MOTE Olympic Bask, meson resumes Aug. 2&

PRO GOLF
PGA CliAMPIONSIIIP
Tie him
At WWI Gall Club
SPAIIIENR
hozTEA
Yadagun 7,12IR Per 70
Thansiley-Friday
Rrst hole-10111 holt
6 a.m.-11:15 am. - Mart Brown, United
States; Paton Kizzirs, United States, Bradley
Dredge, Wales.
6:10 a.m.-11:25 sm.-Tommy Sharp, United States; Jon Curran, United States; KJ. Choi,
South Korea
6:20 am.-11:35 am.- Josh Speight United Stater Kristoffer Broberg. Sweden; Jason
Kokrak, United States.
6:30 am.-11:45 a.m.- Daniel Barger, UMW
Stater Darren Clarke, Northern Ireland; David
Limped& Sweden.
6:40 sm.-11:55 am.- Aaron Belly, Australia; Kevin asner, United Stater Enultano Grillo Argentina.
6:50 a.m.-12-05 p.m. -inlay Singh, FIJI; John
Daly, United Stater, Padraig Hamngton , Ireland.
7 sm.-1215 p.m. - Victor Dubuisson,
France; Marcus Fraser Australia, James Hahn,
United States.
710 am.-1225 p.m. - Soren Kleldsen,
Denmark; Scott Hand, Australia, Billy Hurley NI,
United States
7:20 sm.-1235 p.m. - Charley Hoffman,
United States; Matt Jones,Australia; Rikard KarlDam Sweden.
7:30 sm.-12:45 p.m.- Robert Sired, United
States; Vaughn Taylor, United States; Kevin Na,
United States.
7:40 sm.-12:55 p.m.-Roberto Castro, United States; Jonas Mixt, Sweden; Gregory Bounty,
FMCS.
7:50 sm.-1:05 p.m. - Omar Urestl, United
States; Greg Chalmers, Australia; Ross Fisher,
England.
8 sm.-1:15 p.m. - Ordd Mundt, United
Stater Smylle Kaufman, United Stales; Zee Blair,
United States.
11:15am.-6 ad.-Colt
Joe Summerhays, United States; &OrliOda,pen.
11:25 sm.-6:10 sm.- Ryan Pakner, United
Stater licb Labdtz, United States; Gary Woodland, United Stites
11:35 am.-6:20 Lm.- Scott Mercy, United
States; Alex Noree, Sweden; Andrew Johnston,
United States
11:45 sm.-6:30 a.m.- Rocco Mediate, United Stater Rich Barberton Jr., United States,
Shaun Micheal, United States.
11:55 sm.-6:40 a.m.-Artirban Wirt India;
Tony Finer, United States; Matthew Fitzpatrick,
England.
1205 p.m.-6:50 am. - Las Donald, EnMutt Kuchler, United States; Danny 1.80,
New hand.

was how he put it at his opening press conference in January,
From Page 10
and the sentiment was echoed in
the subsequent months by Robback up to the eighth selection
inson.
to get. They picked three secThe winnowing process beond-rounders: Clemson outside
gan with the offseason program
linebacker Kevin Dodd (33rd
from April through June. It conoverall), Penn State defensive
tinues when players report follineman Austin Johnson (43rd)
lowing a six-week break, and
and Alabama running back Derthen there are only two weeks
rick Henry (45th). In selecting
from the initial training camp
Henry a year after landing quarpractice to Aug. 13, when the
terback Marcus Mariota, the TiTitans host the San Diego Chartans got the tripling Heisman
gers in the first offour preseason
Trophy winner for the second
games. The preseason itinerary
consecutive year.
also includes a Saturday afternoon home game against the
Marlota enters second year
Carolina Panthers on Aug. 20,
Despite the curiosity attached
a nationally-televised visit to
to the newcomers, no member
the Oakland Raiders on Aug. 27
of the Titans is likely to attract
and the final tuneup at the Miami
more gazes from the training
Dolphins on Sept. 1.
camp devotees than Mariota,
The bulk of the roster dewhose leadership status and
cisions occur primarily in two
steady disposition belie his 22
waves: first on Aug. 30, when
years and relative inexperience.
the roster is pared from 90 to 75,
As a rookie, the former Orand second on Sept. 3, when fiegon Duck recorded 12 total
nal cuts are made. A 10-member
Mularkey seeking players practice squad may be formed as
starts, missing four contests
due to injury. Even with the abMularkey wasted little time early as Sept. 4.
breviated campaign, he set the in defining the sought-after
Mularkey is embarking on
club's rookie passing marks for characteristics of players on his his 22nd NFL season as a coach
attempts (370), yards (2,818), roster. "Smart, tough, physical, and his fourth as a head coach.
completions (230), touchdowns coachable and accountable" He had previous stints as a head

III Titans_
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8:10 ant-11:25 sm.- Brien Whoa, United Slater Jetsighun Wang, South Wet Moon
Bohn, United Slam
6:20 sm.-11:35 ant -.LB. Holmes, United
States; Brian Stuena United Steles; MOW MOwpm Japan.
6:30 am-11:45 am.- Matt Dobyns, United
Stator Tyrrell Hatton, Endena Ildria &MINN
United Slates.
1:40 ad.-1155 a.m.-Ends 13e, South Africa; ROMs Fodor, United States; Zech Johnson,
UMW Slabs
8:50 iun.-1205 p.m.- Jimmy teat, United Saba DM.Wood, England, Brandon Grace,
Saab Attica.
7 am.-1215 p.m. - Rata Cabrera-Nilo,
Spaio Justin Thome, United Stales; Paul Casey,

(19) and passer rating (91.5).
Only Steve McNair in his MVP
season of2003(100.4 passer rating) and Hall of Famer Warren
Moon in 1990 (96.8) finished
with a better passer rating in a
Titans/Oilers season than Mariota did in 2015. His 62.2 completion percentage not only set
the franchise rookie record but
also qualified as the fifth-highest rookie percentage in NFL
history. Mariota alsojoined Peyton Manning (1998) as the only
NFL rookie quarterbacks to ever
complete three touchdown passes in four different games. On the ground,the dual-threat
signal caller accounted for 252
yards and a pair of touchdowns,
ranking second in franchise history in rushing yards by a rookie
quarterback. His highlight-reel
87-yard touchdown run against
Jacksonville (Dec. 6) was the
fifth-longest rushing play in
franchise history and the longest
NFL rushing play of 2015.
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IUL-12:55 p.m. - Bill Haas, United
Satew.England; Jamie Lovernanc,
United Shim
7:50 sm.-1:05 p.m. - Rod Perry, United
Stater George Caters South Mica, Hideo
Taniherr Mow
8 a.m.-1:15 p.m. - Nicolas Colsearte, Belgium;
United Stan; Jhonattan
Vega,
11:15 sin.4 sm.- Michael Block, United
Stater John Senden, Australia, Harold Varner II,
Mat Slates.
11:25 am.-6:10 a.m. - Johan Kok, Untied
Slates; Boy Merritt United States; Kriln Chappell, United States
11:35 sm.4:20 sm. - Thorbiorn Olden,
Denmark; Fabian Gomez, Argentina; Russell
Henley, United States
11:45 a.m.-6:30 am.- David Toms, United
States; Rich Been,, United States; Steve Sticker,
United States.
11:55 sm.•6:40 am. - James Morrison,
England; Brandon Stone, South Africa; Billy
Horschet United States.
12:05 p.m.-6:50 sm.-Jason Winer United
States; YE Tang. South Korea; Marlin Kaymer
Germany.
1215
sm.- Brendan Steele, United
Stater Bernd Vamberger, Austraha, Byeong Him
An, South Korea.
1225 p.m.-7:10 Lm. - Mart Leaman,
Austrella &genii Knox, Scotland; Kiradech
Aphibanwat,Thailand.
1235 p.m.-720 sm.- Thongchal Jaidee,
Thailand; Jim Hannan, United States; Thomas
Platers, Belgium.
1245
sm.- Soomin Lee, South
Korea; Joost Laden, The Netherlands; William
McGill, United States.
12:55 p.m.-7:40 am.- IT Kim, South Korea; Brad Landon, United States; Peter Maine&
United States
1:05 p.m.-7:50 sm. - Daniel Sumrnertusys,
United States; Rich Schuller, United States; Cameron Tringale, United States.
1:15 p.m.-8 am. - Bryce Molder, United
States; Brad Ott, United States; Si Woo Kim,
South Korea.
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SPORTS HISTORY
AM 28
1913- The United States wins its first Davis
Cup since 1902 by besting Main tad welshes

clonisa ce‘ii el' Amsterdam mid the Olympic Ws is lit Ion the Brat
Sm..
1929 - The Chicago Cardinals become the
first NR.team to train out of state, holding camp
ei Michigan.
1967- Laura Davies shoot, a 1 -under 71 to
defeat Aysito Okamoto end JoAnne Carrier in an
18-hole playoff to win the U.S. Women's Open.
2011 - Ryan Lodge celebrates the Mt
world record set since high-tech todysults were
banned 1 1f2 years ago. Lams edges Michael
Phelps in 200-meter individual medley at the
world championships at Shanghai. Loads touches the well in 1 54.00 to lower his old mark set
two years ago in Rome bye tent of second.

coach with the Buffalo Bills
(2004-2005) and Jacksonville
Jaguars(2012)in addition to his
time as an assistant. The former
NFL tight end has been an offensive coordinator with the Pittsburgh Steelers(2001-2003),Miami Dolphins(2006)and Atlanta
Falcons(2008-2011).
Mularkey's first order of
business upon accepting the role
as head coach in Tennessee was
hiring his top assistants, starting
with Dick LeBeau as the assistant head coach/defensive coordinator. A veteran of 57 years
as a player or coach in the NFL,
LeBeau arrived in 2015 as the
assistant head coach/defense,
and in his first year in Tennessee, the defense improved in
nearly every category, including
total defense (27th to 12th), rush

MIA St LO1AS 5,NEVIl'OIKE OIL)4

Cards snap Familia's
saves streak, rally
past Mets in ninth .‘
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Yadier
Molina and pinch-hitter Kolten Wong each stroked an RBI
double in the ninth inning, and
the St. LOWS Cardinals ended
Jeurys Familia's streak of 52
straight saves in rallying past
the New York Mets 5-4 on
Wednesday night.
Yoenis Cespedes hit a goahead homer off Adam Wainwright to cap a three-run comeback in the seventh that gave
the Mets a 4-3 lead. But then
Familia, who hadn't blown a
regular-season save opportunity since July 30 last year, finally faltered.
Jedd Gyorko drew a one-out
walk in the ninth and was replaced by pinch-runner Randal
Grichuk. Molina hit the next
pitch to deep center field, and
Grichuk scored standing up to
tie it.
Molina was thrown out
at third by Familia (2-2) on
pinch-hitter Jeremy Hazelbaker's comebacker, but Hazelbaker stole second and scored
when Wong lined a double just
inside the left-field line.
Familia's franchise-record
saves streak was the third-longest in major league history
behind Tom Gordon (54) and
Eric Gagne (84).
Jonathan Broxton (3-2)
tossed a scoreless eighth and
Seung Hwan Oh got three
quick outs for his sixth save.
Including a split of Tuesday's doubleheader, St. Louis
took two of three from the Mets
in a matchup of NL wild-card
contenders. It was only the second time in the past decade that
the Cardinals have won a road
series against the Mets.
Logan Verrett pitched seven
efficient innings and slumping
Neil Walker went 3 for 3 with
a base on balls for the thirdplace Mets, who have alternated wins and losses in their last
..„1,2a3ww.They dropped 5 1/2
games behind NL East-leading
Washington.
New York did manage to
keep Gyorko and the rest of St.
Louis' hitters in the ballpark
after the Cardinals had homered in 17 consecutive games
- their longest streak since a
club-record run of 19 games in
2006.
Gyorko went deep in both

defense (31st to 18th) and pass
defense (15th to seventh).
LeBeau's unit looks to get a
boost from the return of two veteran leaders who battled injuries
last season: cornerback Jason
McCourty and outside linebacker Derrick Morgan. Pro Bowl
defensive tackle Jurrell Casey,
three-time Pro Bowl outside
linebacker Brian Orakpo and ascending players like inside linebacker Avery Williamson and
defensive end DaQuan Jones
likewise figure prominently in
LeBeau's scheme.
Mularkey's choice for offensive coordinator was Atlanta
Falcons wide receivers coach
Terry Robisicie, who has spent
six of his 34 years in coaching
as an offensive coordinator and
was an interim head coach on

ends of Tuesday's doubleheader, giving him seven homers in
nine games.
Matt Holliday hit a two-run
double off Veffett with two
outs in the third, and Matt Adams followed with an RBI double that made it 3-1.
Wainwright, who entered
3-0 with a 0.93 ERA in July,
nursed that lead until the seventh - repeatedly pitching
out of trouble. He nearly did
so again after striking out Curtis Granderson and Asdrubal
Cabrera with runners at the
corners.
But then Travis d'Arnaud
scored on a wild pitch and
Cespedes socked a two-run homer off the facing of the second deck in left-center on the
117th and final pitch from the
34-year-old Wainwright.

Coming attraction?

Short stay
Cardinals RHP Sam Tuivailala and Mets LHP Josh
Smoker were sent back to the
minors. Both relievers were
called up to serve as their
team's 26th man for the second
game of Tuesday's doubleheader.

Trainer's Room
Cardinals: 1B-OF Brandon Moss (sprained left ankle) is scheduled to begin it.
rehab assignment Thursday
:
,
at Double-A Springfield, witff,
All-Star INF Matt Carpenter
(strained right oblique) not,
far behind. But neither has 41:.•
defined timetable to return'''.
Matheny said.•

two occasions.
The offense inherited by Robiskie is one of the club's youngest in recent years.In 2015,42.9
percent of the team's offensive
snaps were by rookies,first-yeas4;
or second-year players; mortt
than a quarter of the offensivt:
snaps - 25.8 percent - were.4.
by rookies alone. Both nunfoi
bers represented four-year team:
I.
highs.
With the unusually high rate
of youth, the 2015 offense relied heavily on tight end Delanie Walker. In his 10th NFL
campaign, Walker earned his
first Pro Bowl nod after setting
new franchise tight end records
with 94 receptions and 1,088 receiving yards. Walker received
a multi-year contract extension
earlier in 2016.0
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Serving Breakfast, Lunch 81 Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays, except Holidays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

Med

www.cypreasispetngereeorteom
ths Williams Family
SW Owned & Operated

•.

Because of Tuesday's doe...
bleheader, St. Louis needs 41:
01
fill-in starter Saturday nigtpq
in Miami. But manager MibC.
Matheny would not say whetli
er the team was leaning toward
promoting RHP Alex Reyes to
make his major league debut.
The 21-year-old Reyes, one of •
baseball's premier prospects,;
was removed from his Triple-A outing after three inningart•
Tuesday - perhaps to keep
him available for Saturday.
Left-handed reliever Tyler Lyons, who made 20 major league
starts from 2013-15,also could
be a candidate. "Any pitcherwe have in the organization
is an option," Matheny said.
"We're not ruling out anything
at this point."

270-4,36-5496

Chestnut St.• Murray. KY • 270-753-2571
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THIS WEEK

SPEED FREAKS
A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
Any chance a Gibbs team weal
win the championship this year?
GODSPEAK: I picked Martin
Truex Jr., so he's a first
cousin of the Gibbs team.
Does that count?
KEN'S CALL: Anything can
happen with the current
system, but I wouldn't be
surprised to see three Gibbs
cars among the four finalists
at Homestead.
Is Kyle Busch's Xfinity Series
dominance not given enough
credit?
GODSPEAK: Most Cpp drivers
take Saturdays off, so give
Busch credit for staying in
race mode through the entire
weekend.
KEN'S CALL Kyle's Xfmity
win percentage is .257; Dale
Earnhardt's was .154; Mark
Martin's was .208. He probably deserves an occasional
back-pat on Saturdays.
Odds that this week will be Jeff
Gordon's final NASCAR race?
GODSPEAK: This won't be the
last time we see Mr. Gordon
behind the wheel of a race
No sir.
KEN'S CALL: You know,the
Rolex 24 is run under the
NASCAR flag, so technically, I
guess he'll race again.

3THINGS WE LEARNED
FROM INDIANAPOLIS
1. Chasin' Richard

facebook.corn/
nascardaytona

Tony George?

2. Old warriors

Yes. The public learned Sunday that
George has been very quietly reinstated as chairman of the family-owned
Speedway. During his previous 20-year
tenure, which ended in 2009, there was
a ton of change at Indy and throughout
racing due to his leadership. If there's a
way to bring better life to the show, and
if NASCAR gives the thumbs-up, George
won't be afraid to pull the trigger.

There was a time and place when
Jeff Gordon and Tony Stewart didn't
really like each other. With age
comes understanding. In a totally
unscripted moment,they drove
side by side in a farewell lap to
Indy. Stewart finished two spots
ahead of his former nemesis in the
race.

3. Name that race

Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willisnews-jrnl.com

Indianapolis Motor Speedway's
NASCAR Cup Series race was called
several different names. Most
referred to the event as the Brickyard 400. Some called it the Crown
Royal 400. The actual name of the
event was Crown Royal Presents
the Combat Wounded Coalition 400
at the Brickyard.

FEUD OF THE WEEK

Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kelly@newsjrnl.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willis@news-jrnl.com

SPRINT CUP POINTS
1. Kevin Harvick
2. Brad Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Joey Logano
5. Kyle Busch
6. Carl Edwards
7. Martin Truex Jr.
8. Jimmie Johnson
9. Matt Kenseth
10. Denny Hamlin
11. Chase Elliott
12. Austin Dillon
13. Ryan Newman
14. Jamie McMurray
15. Kyle Larson
16. Kasey Kahne
17. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
18. Trevor Bayne
19. Ryan Blaney
20. Ricky Sten house Jr.
21. A1 Allmendinger
22. Greg Biffle
22. Paul Menard
24. Danica Patrick
25. Aric Almirola
26. Clint Bowyer
27. Tony Stewart
28. Casey Mears
29. Landon Cassill
30. David Ragan

Richard Petty's total of 201 NASCAR wins(yes,201)seemed
untouchable until Kyle Busch started piling trophies. GETTY
IMAGES/PATRICK SMITH

3THINGS
TO WATCH

Onascardaytona

671
647
627
606
601
593
573
552
545
542
525
520
507
496
472
462
461
458
450
449
421
397
397
373
363
359
317
310
305
278

When a driver and team dominate
at Indianapolis the way Kyle Busch
dominated in his Gibbs Racing Toyota,
there's no downplaying the accomplishment, given what Indy requires from
a race car. However, most tracks and
most races include enough quirks and
happenstance to make sure the best car
can still lose. So why don't we go ahead
and run the rest of the schedule before
putting a Busch placard on the banquet's
head table.

That might be a bit harsh, so let's
instead suggest a modern term: tipping point. Sunday's tedium, before
grandstands filled to about 20-percent
capacity, reminded everyone that the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, while
historic and grand, isn't perfectly suited
for stock-car "action." But maybe help is
coming from the front office.

- Godwin Kelly,godwin.kelly@
news-jrnl.corn

news-jourrsalonline.
corninascar

Is it Kyle's Cup to keep?

Small crowd, dull action
has Brickyard bottomed out?

One of Kyle Busch's goals was
to surpass Richard Petty's record
total of 201 NASCAR victories in
national touring series (Petty had
200 Cup wins and one in the longago Convertible Series). Busch's
Cup/Xfinity/Truck Series total now
stands at 166, including a whopping
83 Xfinity triumphs. Busch has 38
Cup wins since 2005, and he's just
31.
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QUESTIONS 416
Compelling questions.., and maybe a few
actual answers

Bayne

TREVOR BAYNE VS. CUNT BOWYEA This
was interesting. Both drivers were a
lap down. Bowyer was trying to pass
for position in overtime, Bayne blocked,
they had contact and wrecked.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE: This is a little
more than "one of them racing deals."
Both drivers went speeding away from
the scene of the incident in tandem,
indicating each was frustrated.

1. Gordon II
Jeff Gordon will continue to
sub for ailing Dale Earnhardt
Jr. in the No.88 Hendrick
Motorsports Chevrolet at
Pocono this weekend. After a
13th-place run at Indy, which
knocked off some of his racing
rust, Gordon may be a serious
contender at the strangelyshaped Pocono course, where
he scored six wins before his
retirement. "I'm looking forward to going to Pocono," said
the four-time Cup champion.

2. Pocono package
Every year since Pocono
Raceway got two Cup Series
dates in 1982, those races
have been only weeks apart,
historically one date in June
and another in July. So if it
seems like stock cars were
just racing at the 2.5-mile
course, you are correct. The
Cup series ran there on June

Jeff Gordon got a refresher course at Indy from teammate Jimmie
Johson. Gordon could be more of a factor at Pocono. GETTY IMAGES/

WHAT'S ON TAP?

ROBERT LABERGE

6, which was a little less than
seven weeks ago. That race
was run on a Monday after
Sunday's race was rained out.

3. Six-pack
It's hard to believe, but
there are only six regular-season races left on the NASCAR
Cup Series calendar, and five
more slots open in the Chase
playoffs. What does it mean?

It means we are in the "big
squeeze" section of the schedule. There are two "wildcard"
stops on the slate. The first is
Watkins Glen, a road course,
and the other is Darlington,
nothing short of a madhouse
where attrition could produce
an upset winner.

Cassill
DARK HORSE: Jeff Gordon
DON'T BE SURPRISED IF:
Truex overcomes several problems and still
wins at this weird track.

SPRINT CUP: Pennsylvania 400
SITE: Pocono Raceway (2.5-mile,
triangle-shaped)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice(NBC
Sports Network, 11 a.m.), qualifying
(NBCSN,4:15 p.m.). Saturday, practice
(NBCSN, 11 a.m.). Sunday, race(NBCSN,
coverage begins at 1 p.m., green flag at
1:45 p.m.)
XFINRY: U.S. Cellular 250
SITE: Iowa Speedway (.875-mile oval)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice (NBCSN,
5 p.m. and 7 p.m.). Saturday, qualifying (NBCSN,4:15 p.m.), race (NBCSN,8
p.m.).

- Godwin Kelly, godurin.
kelly@news-jrnl.com

GODIATIN'S PICKS FOR POCONO
WINNER: Martin Truex Jr.
REST OF TOP 5: Joey
Logano, Matt Kenseth,
Denny Hamlin, Ryan
Newman
FIRST ONE OUT: Landon

Bowyer

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kellynews-jrnl.com

IIIL

CAMPING WORLD TRUCKS: Pocono Mountains 150
SITE: Pocono Raceway
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice (Fox
Sports 1, 12:30 p.m. and 3 p.m.). Saturday, qualifying (Fox Sports 1, 9 a.m.),
race (Fox Sports 1, 1 p.m.)

KEN WILLIS' TOP 10 NASCAR DRIVER RANKINGS
AYE E. PENCIE
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Murray"Pediatrics

COUNTY

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

SIM

Medical Arts Building • Suite 208 East •
www.MurrayHospital.org
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It's time to go back-to-school! Is your child ready? Murray Pediatrics,
conveniently located in the Medical Arts Building, offers a full range of
convenient and complete care to get your child ready for the new school year.
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• Use newspapers to teach mathematics. While newspapers are
often touted as great tools to
teach reading comprehension
and vocabulary, they also can
be used to teach math lessons.
For example, newspaper classified sections typically list dozens,
if not hundreds, of items for sale.
Assign each student 10 vehicles
listed in the classified section and
ask them to calculate the average
asking prices of these vehicles.
Another potential lesson is to ask
kids to determine the percentage
breakdown of each section of the Metro Creative Connection
newspaper. You can then explore
the reasons why certain sections
may be given more ink than others.
• Use newspapers to teach
current events. The world is an
interesting place, and newspapers are great resources for people looking to keep up with all
that is going on in the world.
While current events can sometimes be confusing for young students, newspaper reporters aim
to convey complicated topics in
ways that readers of all ages and
backgrounds can understand.
By assigning newspaper articles
as part of their students' current events assignments, teachers
can help students gain a better
understanding of what's going
on in their world.
While newspapers may have
changed considerably over the
last several years, they still make
great teaching tools that can
benefit instructors and students
alike.•

ing in their list of words and/or
sharing those words and their
meanings with their classmates.

Unique ways to use newspapers
in the classroom

Today's students have numerous devices at their disposal
that can make learning more
fun. Teachers may rely on such
devices to engage students, but
one more traditional teaching
tool can still be an asset in the
classroom.
Newspapers have changed
considerably over the last
decadeplus, but they still can
serve teachers and students
alike. The following are a handful of ways for teachers to incorporate newspapers into their
lesson plans.
• Use newspapers to teach
geography. Whether they're
local, national or international
periodicals, newspapers contain
stories from all over the globe.
Teachers tasked with teaching
students about world geography
can assign each student an article about a newsworthy event
taking place in a given country.
Kids can then write a report
about that country, including
information about its location
in the world, its citizens and its
history.
• Use newspapers to teach
vocabulary. Perhaps no resource
is more valuable than newspapers when teaching vocabulary.
Assign each student a story or
stories from the newspaper,
instructing them to underline
or jot down between five and 10
words they are unfamiliar with
as they read. Once they have
finished reading their assigned
articles, students can then look
up and write down the meaning
of each word, ultimately handThursday, July 28, 2016
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An increased focus on STEM
education is one of the most
influential initiatives to reach
schools in recent years. STEM
is an acronym for Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Math. The world has become
increasingly complex and competitive, and today's youth need
to be equipped with the knowledge and skills to evaluate ideas
and turn them into productive
applications. These are two ofthe
key hallmarks of STEM.
According to the National
Science Foundation, STEM subjects include chemistry, computer and information technology
science, engineering, geosciences, life sciences, mathematical
sciences, physics and astrono-
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chat with people in the field and
ask questions about the type of
schooling necessary to pursue a
particular degree,and if any hobbies and other activities promote
STEM learning.
• Investigate school-based
opportunities. Schools are
broadening course offerings and
also establishing STEM-based
clubs. Students have the opportunity to get involved with other
like-minded classmates. If a club
isn't already available, a teacher
or a parent can consider volunteering to serve as the head of
the club.
STEM is a hot topic of discussion in the world of education.
Students can expect to get plenty of exposure to science- and
math-related topics both inside
and out of the classroom.•
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That's why parents and educators can do much to cultivate an
interest in natural and social sciences as well as in math as early
as possible. Here are a few ideas
to do just that.
• Encourage participation in
the community. Various national clubs and science-based organizations have begun to pay
more attention to STEM and
offer activities that foster a greater love of science, engineering
and math. By joining such clubs
and organizations, students can
learn more about these subjects
and reinforce their enjoyment.
• Set up an internship or
meet-and-greet. Take students
to STEM-centered places of
employment so they can get a
firsthand experience from within the STEM trenches. Provide
opportunities for students to

Metro Creative Connection
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my, social sciences (anthropology, economics, psychology and
sociology), and STEM education
and learning research.
Recognizing that more and
more students are gravitating
toward STEM-focused fields and
that projected STEM job rates
are rising steadily, schools have
begun to beef up their offerings
with regard to STEM subjects.
Jobs in mathematics, computer system analysis, systems software, and biomedical engineering are just some ofthe careers in
which anywhere from a 15 to 62
percent increase between 2010
and 2020 is predicted, according to the U.S. Department of
Education.
Individuals may believe that
STEM study begins in high
school, but the success of older
students in STEM subjects is
often shaped much earlier on.

STEM taking schools
by storm
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ular site and use it to determine how much
a part it had."
However, speaking of anonymity, Ashby
also noted that Calloway County uses the
Stop Bullying Tip line, which allows anyone who either is a victim or was a witness
to a bullying incident to make a phone
call and report it without giving personal
information.
"What this new law is trying to do I think
is ensure that the issue is being looked at
from the victim's viewpoint," he said, adding that there is one more person to consider with this process."What about the bully?
They need to be treated and educated and
need to be worked with so that they can
understand that what they're doing is bad.
"The bully, though, is not a throwaway
child. They can still be good students and
have friends and have a good experience in
school. We need to remember that."1111

Loud Square

ument it, along with the date and time that
it happened,then report it to the supervisor
and then that superior person, more than
likely the principal, makes the decision.
"This is going to simplify things I think.
Instead of 120 people making that decision,
the administrators are going to decide and,
if you address something early on, maybe
you can put a stop to it before it becomes
a problem."
Ashby said he is concerned about another
aspect,cyber bullying. This is where someone can use social media, usually under
cover of anonymity, to harm the character
of another person. He said even the new
statute probably cannot properly address
this issue.
"That is because it's happening away
from school grounds usually. We don't
have any authority there," he said. "Now,
if what's happening (from social media)
helps cause a problem inside the school,
then we can look at what is on that partic-

3th Kr Main
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are concerned, though, about how KRS
158.148 was amended.
The definition of bullying is stated in the
statute is "any unwanted verbal, physical
or social behavior among students that
involves a real or perceived power imbalance and is repeated or has the potential to
be repeated."
"It can get gray," Ashby said."When you
see something is 'repeated or has the potential to be repeated,' you can see a bit of
confusion there. You're thinking, Ilmmm,
maybe it's not going to happen again but
it could be repeated.' It has potential to be
a good thing but also be somewhat confusing.
"Defining it is definitely one of the challenges for this. However, we need to focus
on what the absolute goal is with all of this
and that is for there to be no bullying."
Along with the definition, the rewritten
statute specifies that the offense has to have
occurred on school premises, school-sponsored transportation or at a school-sponsored event. It also has to have disrupted
the education process.
Also, the rewritten statute calls for district's codes to include new guidelines specifically geared toward bullying activity.
Among the ones getting Rogers' attention
was the first one mentioned in Section 5(e)
of the statute. It says the code must contain
"procedures for identifying, documenting
and reporting incidents of bullying, incidents of violations," as well as "procedures
for investigating and responding to a complaint or a report of bullying or a violation
of the code." In addition, this part of the
statute also orders that a "strategy or method of protecting from retaliation a complainant or person reporting an incident of
bullying."
"What (the state) is getting at here is that
(bullying) needs to be reported," Rogers
said, referring to Section 5 (b), which
also notes that the local school boards are
responsible for establishing a process for
a "two-way communication system for
teachers and other employees to notify a
principal, supervisor or other administrator
of an existing emergency."
"That means that, number one, every
employee knows the protocol for when a
bullying incident is reported," Rogers said.
"One of the things you hear with this a lot
of the time is that a teacher was told but
nothing was done and, in many of these
cases, it was because the teacher didn't
think there was enough there to make a
decision. Here, teachers are going to doc-

New guidelines
on bullying
BY JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayiedgercorn

In the recent session of the Kentucky
General Assembly, lawmakers seemed to
make clear feelings on the subject of bullying in the Commonwealth's schools.
This was expressed in Senate Bill 228,
which called for the amending of Kentucky
Revised Statute 158.148. After receiving
overwhelming approval from both the
Senate and House of Representatives, the
law called for the following guidelines:
•The defining of bullying.
• Requiring a school board's code of
acceptable behavior to prohibit bullying.
•Requiring those codes to include procedures for investigating and responding to
reports of bullying and a method to protect
people reporting bullying incidents.
"Of all of the new rules and guidelines
that we're looking at this year,this is the one
causing the most conversation among educators," said Murray Independent School
District Superintendent Bob Rogers. "It is
a main thing that we're concerned about,
though.
"Bullying is no longer about a big ole
boy taking lunch money away from a little
guy. It's a much bigger thing these days.
You can have fights start because of this or
worse. In some cases, worse can be quite
terrifying."
For western Kentucky,"worse" was displayed one morning in December 2007 at
Heath High School in nearby McCracken
County. That was when a 14-year-old
freshman named Michael Carneal, who
reportedly had been the victim of bullying
in the past, snapped, using a handgun to
indiscriminately fire bullets into a group
of students who were gathered in a prayer
circle.
Moments later, three students lay dying
and five others wounded. It was the second
fatal school shooting within only a few
months and was soon followed by several
others nationwide.
'You hear kids say, 'Hey! I was just
teasing.' The problem is the person having
that directed at them may not think of it that
way and that's when you get problems,"
Rogers said.
Rogers and Calloway County Schools
Director of Pupil Personnel Fred Ashby
said they believe Senate Bill 228 represents
a renewed effort in Kentucky to address
the problem of bullying in schools. Both
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Technology continues to
evolve. With computers,tablets
and smartphones, people of all
ages are immersed in technology.
According to the Pew
Research Center, 56 percent of
teens between the ages of 13
and 17 go online several times
a day. Teens are not just relying on technology at home or
while on the go,but they're also
doing so in school.
Schools are now recognizing
how influential mobile technologies are on students and how
they can shape teaching and
thinking. As a result, technology is now a major component in
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• Classroom smartboards:
Described as large tablets,
smartboards have all but
replaced chalkboards and
even dry erase boards in many
schools. Teachers can present
lessons through the display,and
students interact with the board
to answer questions.
Technology use in the classroom continues to grow as students and educators grow more
accustomed to using technology in all aspects of life.•

50 percent of students in grades
three through five have access
to the same type of devices.
Those numbers only continue
to grow.

Classroom tech trends to watch

the classroom, where educators
are implementing technology
to help students succeed not
only in school but also after
they graduate. The following
are some of the growing tech
trends inside of the classroom.
• Internet
connectivity:
Students most often connect to
the Internet using their mobile
devices. Many schools have
replaced their older computer labs with tablets and other
mobile devices. Students can
simply sit at their individual
desks and connect directly to
the Internet. Once online, students can access shared drives
where assignments can be found
or homework can be posted.
• Tech homework: Rather
than homework in the tradi-

tional sense, students are being
asked to research information
online and then submit assignments directly through an application like Google Classroom.
Homework also may involve
spending time on educational
apps that help reinforce lessons
learned in school that day.
• Personal mobile device
access: In addition to tablets,
students also have access to
smartInternet-connected
phones, which may even be
their own phones when personal phones are allowed in the
classroom. In a 2013 Speak Up
Survey from Project Tomorrow,
89 percent of high school students have access to Internetconnected smartphones, while
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thought. Handwritten notes may
hold the advantage over computer-typed notes in terms of recollection of facts.
• Cursive writing may help students with dyslexia. Dyslexia is a
language processing disorder that
can hinder reading, writing,spelling and sometimes even speaking.
According to the International
Dyslexia Association, when
writing cursive, the words jotted down become a unit, rather
than a series of separate strokes,
and that may contribute to better
spelling. And since all lowercase
cursive letters begin on the line,
fewer of them are likely to be
reversed.
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Cursive writing lessons are disappearing from many schools. How do you feel about this
change?
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Cursive writing lessons were
once mandatory in schools. Many
adults can remember cursive
writing lessons on lined paper
and time spent practicing this
aesthetically appealing style of
writing.
But thanks to technology and a
growing reliance on computers
to complete school assignments,
handwriting skills are no longer stressed as much as they
once were. In fact, some children
never receive cursive writing
instruction.
The absence of cursive writing lessons has led to a heated
The cons of cursive writing
debate. Some people feel cursive
There are various reasons why
writing is archaic and a waste of
time, while others believe it is a people think lessons in cursive
relevant skill. Here is a look at writing are unnecessary.
•Cursive writing is only used in
both sides of the debate.
signatures. Cursive writing is seldom used except for signatures.
The pros of cursive writing
Various experts and educators Even then, e-signing and online
have weighed in on the lasting transactions have removed the
benefits of cursive handwriting. need to write in cursive.
Here are just a few of the bene- • Typing on a keyboard should
fits proponents of cursive writing take precedence. Many parents
and educators believe that curpoint to.
• Cursive writing stimulates sive writing lessons do little to
the brain. "Cursive writing prepare young students for an
helps train the brain to integrate increasingly digital world. Such
visual and tactile information, opponents of cursive writing sugand fine motor dexterity," Dr. gest keyboarding lessons should
William Klemm said in an article take precedence over teaching
in Psychology Today. The skills handwriting skills. Teachers have
developed from learning cursive admitted that cursive writing leswriting cannot be replaced by sons take a lot of time, and many
using a keyboard. In addition, simply cannot devote classroom
MRIs have revealed an interest- time to them.
ing relationship between hand- • Digital texts make it obsolete.
writing and the brain. The brains Some argue that those who do not
of people with good handwriting know how to read in cursive can
are more active in areas asso- never understand historical texts
ciated with cognition, language or early manuscripts. However,
and executive function than the so much has been transcribed into
brains of those with poor hand- digital texts that this argument is
writing.
seen by many as outdated.
• Cursive writing may promote
Cursive writing may be going
focus. Writing things down by the way of the dinosaur. But the
hand forces a person to slow debate about the value of cursive
down and formulate his or her writing tigures to continue.•
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Lauren Eastwood is a 2016 Calloway County High School
graduate. She was named as the 2016 Miss Spring by the
Murray Ledger & Times.

Photo provided

At the beginning of the school year, many
juniors and seniors look forward to college, football games and prom. But some
young women begin to look at attaining the
Murray Ledger & Times' Miss Spring title
early in the school year.
The title of Miss Spring is bestowed upon
a graduating senior for Calloway County
High School and Murray High School
each year. Last year, Lauren Eastwood
became Miss Spring 2016 for CCHS and
Coral Bray was Miss Spring 2016 for
MHS. The newspaper prints a special edition highlighting the achievements of each

Staff Writer

BY DEBBIE BATTEIGER
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low in Brittany's footsteps and
represent Murray my senior
y tar."
Involvement in community and school, she said, were
important to consider when
applying.
"Every girl has her own
unique qualities. One of
the ,most important qualities for Miss Spring would
be her involvement in school
activities. She can be on the
soccer team or the basketball Photo provided
Coral Bray is a 2016 Murray High School graduate She was named as
team. If she's not athletical- the
2016 Miss Spring by the Murray Ledger & Times_
ly inclined, she can join the
girls will look up to you,and it's so importschools FBLA or FFA chapter
or both," Eastwood said. "There is noth- ant that you give them someone who has
ing wrong with picking multiple things to self-confidence and is true to themselves."
Bray agreed with Eastwood that confifind what interest you the most. It is also
important to show strong leadership quali- dence is paramount.
"The most important qualities in a Miss
ties. Miss Spring is someone who is willing
to take initiative and find creative ways to Spring are self confidence, and a positive
help people in and out of her community." attitude. Self confidence being the most
Eastwood said she felt that "you should important to me,even in everyday life. The
be you."
only way someone can believe in you is if
"High school can be a rough foul years you believe in yourself first," she said.
for anyone. The best advice I can give is
"If! could go back, I would tell myself to
don't let anyone change you. You be you, not be so nervous during the interview; it's
and you be the best and strongest you that so much easier to be yourself when your
you can be! High school is full of peer pres- nerves are out of the way."
sure and stereotypes, but I hope and pray
All in all, Eastwood said she loved the
that every girl can overcome any obstacle experience of being Miss Spring.
that iS thrown her way," she said.
"Being Miss Spring was one of the best
Bray said being friendly is also a wonder- experiences. One of the coolest things was
ful trait to have.
being reunited with one of my best friends.
"Be friends with everyone. I was always Coral and I were inseparable in elementary
taught this by my mom entering high school, and when I moved away, we slowschool. Never think that you are too cool or ly grew apart," she said. "This experience
better than someone else. My high school brought us back together and we had the
experience was enhanced greatly because best time going around town and seeing
i was friends with many different friend
new things.
groups," she said. "A positive attitude.
"I strongly encourage any senior girl that
People love a smiling face and a bright
is eligible for Miss Spring to apply. It is
personality - both of these go a long way!"
well worth the time and effort."
If Eastwood had any advice for those
Bray called the experience of attaining
wantipg to apply for the title next year, she
the
title "special."
said that confidence in yourself is key.
"My
experience with Miss Spring
to
someone
"If I were to give advice
applying next year I would tell them to was very special to me because Lauren
be confident and to not overthink their Eastwood and I grew up together and
answers. Miss Spring is all about being were inseparable in elementary school then
honest and staying true to yourself. Every when she moved to Calloway in early midinterviewee needs to be confident enough dle school we drifted apart. Miss Spring
in themselves to give a straight answer that brought us closer together as we got to
coincides with their beliefs and values," make new memories and reflect on the 'old
days.' If you are even considering applying
she said.
"The key to Miss Spring is be yourself. definitely do! It's a fun experience to end
Miss Spring can he a fantastic opportunity your Senior year and represent your school
tor one lucky girl. Your name and face while at the same time getting to model
will be one that many people know. You clothes from local boutiques and pick up
want these people to know the real you and a few free things... and who doesn't love
respect you for you. Even younger, little free stuff!" III
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Miss Spring, comments from mentors and
parents and the winning essay from each
school's winner.
Eastwood said she was one of those
young women that looked forward to
applying for the title.
"I became interested in Miss Spring
during my junior year. When I was a junior,
some of my friends from soccer applied
and talked about how excited they were
to be given the chance to be named Miss
Spring," she said. "At the time, I wasn't
sure what all of the excitement was about,
but when the 2015 paper came out and
I was able to see all the places they visited,
it got me excited to know that I had the
chance to be in the running for Miss Spring
my senior year."
Eastwood said that when considering
if she should apply for the title, she
looked at what the advantages might
be.
"When I considered applying, I
thought about all of the opportunities
it would give me. I'm going into the
business field, and all through high
school my business teachers talked
about networking and pushed us to get
out and meet business people in our
community. Miss Spring gave me one
of the best opportunities to meet and
shake hands with many business men
and women in Calloway County," she
said.
Bray said she began thinking about
applying for the title as a sophomore.
"I first started to think about applying
for Miss Spring when I was a sophomore and my friend Brittany Burress
became Miss Spring," she said. "I got
to see all the fun things she got to do
with it and go to different places in
Murray that she was not familiar with
before Miss Spring. I wanted to fol-

Miss Spring advice to
teen girls
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The superintendent said they
would continue to provide the
same programs and in some
cases more, but without any
more funding.
Another bill, Senate Bill 33,
requires high school students to
be taught CPR one time as a part
of physical education or health
classes. The class could also be
taught during ROTC training.
SB 303 was introduced in the
Senate on Jan. 6 and was signed
by the Speaker of the House on
March 29. Bevin signed it into
law April 9.
"I'm all for anything that might
save a life," McCallon said.
McCallon said the problem is
incorporating the law because
it's difficult to employ more staff.
He said they already teach CPR
on health class during a student's
freshman year.
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push on the chest at a rate of 100
to 120 compressions per minute,
according to the ADA. The beat
of the song "Stayin' Alive" by
the Bee Gees correlates with the
recommended compressions per
minute. II
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"Those things are always
doable," he said. "It just takes a
little more planning."
A 2011 study from the American
heart Association said if a person
is given CPR,their chance ofsurvival can be doubled or tripled.
During CPR, a person should

Legislation changesfor 201511
tdixon@murrayledger.corn

BY TYLER DIXON

Despite Gov. Matt Bevin's state
budget that affected higher education,k-12 education will not be
cut for the upcoming school year.
Kentucky House Bill 303 states
funding will not be cut and "gives
the Department of Education up
to $20 million in additional funds
over the biennium as a necessary
governmental expense if there
are not enough per per-pupil
SEEK funds available," according to a press release from the
Kentucky Legislature.
Calloway County High School
Principal said the SEEK about
that they received per student
won't change from last year.
McCallon said they would receive
$3,981 per student.
"From my understanding, that
stayed consistent," he said. "That
doesn't mean we'll get the entire
amount when it's all said and
done."
The SEEK funding is based on
a students attendance and not a
students enrollment. He said if
they student isn't in class then
they money won't apply when
that student isn't in class.
Being in school is important
because there's a direct correlation with attendance and academic success.
Murray
High
School
Superintendent Bob Rogers said
while they aren't losing any funding, there's a good chance they
won't receive any more funding
for the upcoming school year.
He said without more funding, they would not be able to
give raises or hire new staff. One
of the areas that they need the
most help with is transportation,
Rogers said.
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BY JORDAN FERGUSON

With budgetary concerns
weighing on the minds of administrators in any school system,
the need to save money when
possible is of great importance.
The Calloway County School
System has been able to do that
by cutting down on its energy
expenditures during the 2015/16
school year. In fact, the system
expended 17 percent less energy
than any other school system in
the state.
"Seven percent is an average of
the five schools currently in the
Intelligence Service/ IS agreement
(East, North, Southwest, CCMS,
and CCHS)," Maintenance
Director for Calloway County
Schools Kenneth Duncan said.
"IS is a tool that allows my staff
and Harshaw Trane to monitor real time energy usage as a
team. By doing this we can modify operations in areas we see
opportunity for energy savings.
This number is comparing the
entire school year of 2015/2016
to the 2015 average presented by
KSBA."
Duncan said this was achieved
through utilizing more efficient

Calloway County Schools
expend less energy than
other Kentucky schools

and taking steps to curb those
impacts are essential to to being
more energy efficient.
"You are correct in speaking
of heating and cooling first. For
schools this is often shown as
contributing to a large portion
of the energy usage, roughly
thought to be over 55 percent,"
he said. "Lighting is the next
largest contributor at around 15
percent. Calloway put this information to use by directly impacting these systems that effect the
largest portion of our energy."
Other than keeping the kids
cool or warm, the tools needed
to keep them fed also contribute
to a a portion of energy expenses
for the district.
"Other areas that are often overlooked are the kitchen equipment
and computer used for educating
our young people," Duncan said.
"We also try to be energy conscious when making decisions
effecting these areas." •

JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
Calloway County Schools have been able to improve their energy efficiency during the 2015/16 school year. By embracing more
efficient practices and technology, the school was able to use 17 percent less energy than any other school in the Commonwealth.

up times on high energy driven
equipment, and install timers to
schedule hot water heaters."
Regulations for energy use are
handled through the Kentucky
Energy Efficiency Program for
Schools, which aimed to improve
energy efficiency for schools
throughout the state.
"Kentucky initiated a KEEPS
program several years back
through KPPC, a non-profit fund through the University
of Louisville's Speed School of
Engineering, with the goal of
improving energy efficiency in
schools throughout the state,"
Duncan said. "Although the program has been defunded,a snowball effect was created throughout the state. KSBA has continued collecting energy data to
help promote the schools that are
achieving in this area while promoting programs of energy efficiency knowledge sharing among
districts."
Heating and cooling school
buildings usually accounts for
more than its fair share of energy consumption for districts,
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equipment and controls.
"The maintenance department
was able to do this by utilizing
more efficient equipment and
more modern control technology
installed in the Project," he said.
"We were able to partner with
Harshaw Trane to not only meet
our guarantee, but also come up
with ideas to drive savings past
our goals.
"For example, (we can) modify start/stop times on HVAC
equipment, reduce run times on
pumps and drives, stager start-
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"Ifthere aren't jobs,families are
going to move where there are
jobs," she said.
Students that attend Murray
must live inside the district but
that doesn't necessarily mean
they live in the city limits.
Wilson said a student must
bring proof of location when
they enroll.
Murray has at least 109 freshmen,116 sophomore,121 juniors
and around 120 seniors enrolled
for the upcoming school year.
Despite these numbers, new
students can still register.
Calloway County Principal
Randy McCallon said they don't
record their official enrollment

until the start of classes on Aug.
3. He said students can register but they don't know who
will officially enroll in the high
school until the day of classes.
McCallon said he estimates
approximately 900 students for
the upcoming school year with
about 225 people per class.
"Most of the time we're consistently there (900) or above," he
said.
He said Calloway has been as
high as 950 students but it has a
tendency to even itself out in the
next few years.
The university also plays a fac-
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As the summer winds to a
close, Murray High School and
Calloway County High School
are preparing for another school
year but there isn't much change
in enrollment from the previous
year.
Murray High School guidance
counselor Lonita Wilson said
there are several factors that go
into a student's enrollment but
the schools holds steady around
500 each year. Wilson said economic status is one of those factors.

tdixon@murrayledgercorn

BY TYLER DIXON
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tor in Galloway's attendance.
"Our community with Murray
State and job status, you never
know how many leave the community and come into the community until August," he said.
Students from Calloway County
can attend Murray but they have
to pay tuition and be approved by
the school board since Calloway
County is the educator for the
entire county. McCallon said day
treatment and alternative education center students are taken
from the high school enrollment
and added to those facilitates
enrollment.•
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"Fall break is usually that
time of year when the climate is moderate," he said.
"We are not spending a lot
of utilities to cool or heat the
a.
building. Earlier in the school
I
year, in general, there is a
4• Al•
IR•it•k
lb1 It 11 9 •. 41 .4, ir l ,, . I, le,
. .'
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higher attendance rate than in
ea.,
e. de :884
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\ -the winter months or towards
MIS
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til 41. 1
the end of the school year. Fall
"
It ii.a • '
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" - • .r -;
break has become something
t
,
womb
. .
people have requested being
included within the calendar,
At* Ak •
dis
which is why we are starting
••
1IN
school when we are."
41
4 I
As mentioned, especially
at the high school level, the
pacing which is undertaken
in terms of offering breaks is
designed to better help students learn and retain information. Were the schedule to
be set back by two weeks, for
example, then a break might
be taken on the seventh week.
This would give students at
Calloway County a break, but
they would also have taken JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
A lot goes into prepping the academic calendar for a school system. Much oh that involved finding
that break prior to their nine- the right balance to allow students ample time to study, as well as recharge. Factors include taking
week exams—which might into account potential missed days due to incliment weather; and ensuring breaks fall in a logical
prompt a need for teachers place on the calendar.
to revisit material which has
both local school districts in an attempt to districts are required to look at their last
already been covered to ensure
coordinate
a break which could be enjoyed five years of missed days. The Kentucky
students have remained brushed up on their
by all schools simultaneously—as many Department of Education requires the minstudies.
Fall break seems to be a big deal for parents of students in the local districts are imum number of make-up days built into
all the schools located in the Murray and employed at Murray State, prompting a the calendar to reflect the largest amount
Calloway County communities, with need for an overlapping holiday. Calloway of missed days within that five-year time
Ashby saying roughly five years ago,those County Schools operate for 18 weeks a frame.
Over the past five years, the CCS missed
in charge of setting up the calendar for semester, whereas MSU only goes for 16
one day in the 2011/12 school year, two
Murray State University reached out to weeks.
Another aspect of preparing the academ- days during the 2012/13 school year; 10
ic calendar is compensating for required days during the 2013/14 school year; seven
holidays, such as election day or Martin in 2014/15; and eight days in the most
Luther King,Jr. day. These island days can recent school year. Therefore, according
be tricky from time to time, with Ashby to the KDE, a minimum of 10 makeup
saying they can be troublesome,such as the days must be built into their calendar—
Monday before election day,some provide Calloway County has currently set aside
a challenge in trying to get some students 15 days as make up days for the upcoming
school year.
to attend class.
"Election day is on a Tuesday, makAccording to its website, the Murray
ing Monday an island day," Ashby said. Independent School District has set aside
"Unfortunately, for a very small segment, seven,as inclement weather,such as snow,
if there is no school on Tuesday, some of tends to have a greater impact on county
them bail out on that Monday and make it residents and their ability to travel.
into a four day weekend."
Calloway County classes are set to start
it 'il
When coming up with make up days— Aug. 3, with Murray Independent set for
days which students have off unless the the Aug. 10.
(1eign!
need to utilize such days arise—school
el 11 84 II .1%

liARMHO

In recent years, winter weather,and other
abnormal weather patterns, have caused
kids from both school systems in Murray
and Calloway County to remain home in
lieu of attending class.
While this does factor in to when school
begins and ends, it is not the only factor
which determines how the calendar for a
school system will be planned out.
Fred Ashby, director of pupil personnel
for Calloway County Schools, said that
on top of factoring in the potential offset,
of snow days, the calendar committee
attempts to build a schedule which meets
the school's goals.
"One thing we look at with the calendar
committee is which calendar can best serve
the academic goals of the district," Ashby
said. "For example, as calendar committee
chairman, I do a survey every year. One
thing 1 have found from the survey, has
been with the school community—parents,
students,and teachers—they really want to
have a full week of fall break."
Ashby said a large factor involved in
developing the schedule are compensating
for instances such a fall break. Such breaks
offer students the opportunity to recharge
their batteries, so to speak. At Calloway,
the break is planned to coincide with the
first nine weeks of education, helping the
district meet it's required amount of educational time-176 six hour days.
Ashby said he is frequently asked if the
district can start later in the year, to which
he usually replies yes, and mentions eliminating fall break.

jferguson@murrayledger.corn

BY JORDAN FERGUSON

Planning for the unexpected,
what is considered for the school calendar

Bus drivers are preparing for
the beginning of school,too
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BY DEBBIE BATTEIGER that is important.
"The bus is essentially
dbatteigerarnurrayledger.corn
a mobile classroom and
it's important to understand (for the students
riding the bus) that
they have to listen as
if they're in the classroom. There is potentially more danger for
people in the mobile
classroom," Flener said.
Proctor said that rules
are important to follow
while on the bus.
"The bus rules is a big
thing for us. Parents
can find these rules and
expectations in the students code of conduct
manual that is sent
home with enrollment
packets," she said.
Photo provided by Calloway County Schools
Proctor said that in Calloway County Schools transportaion took part in an Active Shooter training done with the
order for things to run Kentucky State Police in 2015.
smoothly, communication is the answer.
not get transported to and from that they are always looking for
"Communication
is
the
key,
by
bus
are
still
afforded
the
same
volunteers.
bus driver and parent first, then safe
level
of
knowledge
and
safe"We
have a sreat volunteer probus garage or principals. The bus ty technickues as the student
that
gram
and we d love to have more
garage and principals are always ride daily,'she said.
bus monitors. When you drive
available to help if a problem "We are very proud of this pro- a large bus and have to focus on
should arise," she said.
gram. During that training we go 40 students, it's no easy task," he
Flener
said
adults
can
help
the
over
the
expectations
of
the
drivsaid.
process.
ers
and
the
bus
rules,
the
safety
To
contact
Flener about the
"(At the elementary level), we features on the buses
and
'Buster'
MISD
bus transportation departrequire an adult to be named as the remote controlled bus comes
ment,
call 270-753-4363.
an emergency contact and an
with
us
to
help
the
little
ones
To contact the CCS transporadult to be at the (bus stop) to learn school
bus
safety
and
the
tation department, call 270-762receive
the
student.
If
they
aren't
bus
rules."
7322.•
there they will be taken back to
Flener said he would like parschool," he said. "We don want ents of MISD students to know
students getting off without a
parent there."
Proctor said CCS is diligent
when it comes to safety.
"We have been very diligent
through the years to make sure
that our students know how to
maintain the utmost level of safety in an emergency bus situation.
Calloway Bus Garage has four
driver trainers on board and they
are all extremely adamant about
our school bus evacuations. We
are legally responsible to do four
school bus evacuations annually,
however we have taken it one
./
step further. We do school wide
Ai.OA l
f
evacuations at all the schools to
44Pt)4k
ensure that the students that do
In preparation for back to
school, parents are often busy
preparing for the first day of
school and teachers are getting
their classrooms ready. Many do
not think of our school bus drivers as doing the same.
Calloway County Schools and
Murray Independent School
District have transportation
departments in which each
employs drivers that have commercial driving licenses and certification.
Bart Flener, assistant superintendent for student services with
the MISD, said it takes 35 hours
of initial training to receive
the CDL license in the state of
Kentucky - a standard all schools
must comply with.
MISD bus drivers - or anyone
that might drive a bus, such as a
football coach driving students
to an out of town game, will have
to participate in a summer training class.
It's an updated course that is 8
hours; we'll do that(the last week
of July)," Flener said. "It's a full
day of training where we review
and practice. We have 16 bus
drivers at the moment."
Michelle Proctor, transportation clerk with CCS, said they
also have an update course before
school starts.
"All Calloway County school
bus drivers must attend a mandatory 8-hour core curriculum
update. In that update we go over
blood bourne pathogens, driving fundamentals, pre-tripping,
emergency evacuations, restraint
and seclusion, legal issues and of
course, confidentiality," Proctor
said. "We have 67 driver right
now, however not all of those are
full-time. We are always shy of
what we need to have a successful
year. If anyone is interested in
applying come to the Bus Garage
and fill out an application."
Flener and Proctor both stated
that ultimately it's the student's
safety and the safety of others
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BY JOHN WRIGHT

jwright@murrayledger.corn

their kids getting up earlier as the
first day gets closer."
McKeel and Murray High
Principal Teresa Speed know
about this battle, not only from the
perspective of campus administrators but as parents themselves.
"I've seen this for several years,"
Speed said. "It's much harder on
teenagers, though. They're not
used to this idea of getting up early
because they've had several years
of going to bed later and later.
"It's literally a representation of
the circle of life. When you're
little, you're going to bed early,
like at 8 o'clock. You get to your
teenage years, you start staying up
later and you're not thinking about
sleep. In fact you're kind of like,
'Sleep? Why?' Then you get out
of those teenage and college years
and you start wanting to go back to
bed early again.
"(At Murray High),the thing that
matters to me is that our kids are
to be at school by 8 o'clock every
morning, and I would say that I
don't care what sleep pattern they
have, but I can't because it is so
important."
Speed has science on her side
with that observation. A study by
researchers at then University of
California. Los Angles tracked
535 Los Angeles-area high schoolers, according to a journal titled
"Child Development." It showed
that an overwhelming number of
students that are not getting at least

9

"Getting off to a good start
means so much," McKeel said.
"I've found that it really makes a
big difference. Just experiencing
a good start can get a kid going
in the right direction and getting
them back in a routine before that
first day of school. You need to
give them the idea that sleeping in
is not an option now.
"You also are looking at all of
the other things that go with the
first day of school, like having
new clothes, new shoes, new book
bags. All of those things just go
into the idea of giving these kids
lots of enthusiasm about going
back to school."
The website babysleepsite.com
suggests parents moving-their children into a school-time sleep pattern at least a week ahead of the
opening day of classes. This is
in order to begin the adjustment
process from a summer pattern to
school pattern early enough that
the opening day will not be too
taxing to children's systems.
The site said beginning this process as few as two or three days
ahead is not enough time for this
adjustment to be made.

Photo provided by BabyCenter.com
Local administrators say that making sure children have established a school-time sleep
pattern well before the year begins could go a long way to getting them off to a good
start.

Importance of gelling children
back on school schedules

It is a script repeated every year
about this time.
Children between kindergarten
and 12th grade face something that
proves quite the challenge: getting
out of bed to attend the first day of
school.
It means the end of summer vacation. The return to daily structure.
Attending classes for six to seven
hours a day.
There is also one more major
adjustment - no more staying in
bed until mid-morning or even
early afternoon. And for the students who have not been preparing
for this day, it can be quite a shock
to the system.
"Normally, things are rather
non-stringent when it comes to
sleep schedules in the summer
time 'so this is definitely something that can be an issue on that
first day back," said Southwest
Calloway Elementary Principal
Josh McKee!,who has been watching opening days at the school for
students since 2012, after serving
several years as a teacher and
football coach at Calloway County
High School."Most of our parents
do a wonderful job of seeing to it
that their kids get back into that
routine. We also have Back to
School nights where we remind
them to make sure that they have

8 hours of sleep on school nights
performed poorer on assignments.
For Speed, this goes deeper.
"This is about more than grades.
This is about forming habits that
(students) are going to carry for
the rest of their lives," she said.
"Right now, the big thing you're
hearing about is career readiness
and I talk to so many business
leaders about this and the main
thing they are wanting are people
to be on time and to be ready to
work. That's what they learn (in
school). If they could be here at 9
o'clock each morning, they'd be
happy but they know that that's
not the program.
"It's all about routine and expectations and that's what they will
have to concentrate on once they
(enter the work world)."
Having been with both the high
school and elementary levels,
McKeel said he also recognizes
the importance of students entersing the school year with their biological clocks already acclimated.
How students are feeling at the
beginning of the year can go a long
way to determining how much
success they will have for the
entire year.
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